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Introduction

This document is a report of research carried on under the terms of NSF

Contract C-454 entitled "An Exploratory Study of the Physical Facilities

Requirements of Institutions of Higher Learning", between the National Science

Foundation Office of Economic and Manpower Studies and Rensselaer Polytechnic

Institute. It represents the culmination of a two and a half year study which

had as its purpose the development of a framework for translating an institution's

educational philosophy and its operating levels into physical facilities.

The contract called for:

1. Identification and isolation of the variables affecting

physical facilities requirements,

2. Formulation of a model (or models) of physical facilities

requirements, and

3. Studies of any other facets of the problem that appeared

desirable during the progress of the work.

As indicated in the title, this research was conceived, and has been

carried out, as an exploratory study.
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Foreword

This exploratory study of the physical facilities of a college or university

has resulted in a series of mathematical models of those facilities which are

directly necessitated by either the academic activities of the student body

or by the presence of a student body.

The mathematical models exhibit the required number of units of instruc-

tional facilities, by function and capacity; the number of professional faculty

and graduate teaching assistants, both full-time equivalent and actual; the

units of research laboratories; the office facilities for faculty, graduate

students, research personnel, administration, and secretarial staff;

the library with its user and active storage areas; the housing and dining

facilities; and the parking facilities. All of these are expressed in units

of the facilities so that the models will be more widely applicable to various

types of educational institutions. This approach also circumvents the require-

ment for use of pre-established space standards which nly not be appropriate

for a particular institution. Instead this approach allows the output units

of facilities to be reduced to square feet or space modules through the use of

such space factors as an institution deems appropriate to its own educational

needs and philosophy.

The models developed show clearly the decisions that must be made in order

to determine the requirements for the types of physical facilities considered.

The models permit great flexibility in setting the parameters resulting from

these decisions and are designed to allow comparison of results of various

decisions. The models also allow investigation of the impact of an increase

in student enrollment in an academic progriam or of the introduction of a new

academic program on facilities requirements. In fact, these models should be

of invaluable assistance in the planning of new facilities, new academic programs,

increased student enrollment, or modification of present facilities.



In this report, each of the operations contained within a submodel is

first explained in words and is then expressed mathematically.

In order to present the mathematical expression in a single form which can

be applied by users having either computer capability or "pencil and paper"

capability, matrix notation and techniques have been utilized wherever possible.
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Philosophy of the Study

The primary intent of this study has been the initial development of a

model which will benefit the planning efforts of the individual institution.

Consequently, the main thrust of the project has been concerned with estab-

lishing the framework within which institutional operating philosophies can

be brought to bear on the input to the system, the student, with the goal

being a better understanding of the multitude of interrelationships.

Because of the desire to present a tool which is philosophically oriented

toward the individual institution's policies and procedures, the results obtained

through application of the various submodels are expressed in terms of "units"

of facilities required. Use of space factors has been consistently avoided in

an effort to prevent suggesting numerical values which are of questionable ap-

plicability to a given situation. The appendix to this report suggests a method

by which these "units" of required facilities can be translated into areas based

on an institution's own views of its needs.

It should be noted that this philosophy in no way precludes the use of

space factors for those institutions which have previously established them.



The Study Procedure

In order to thoroughly investigate the feasibility of constructing a model

to project institutional facilities needs, an attempt has been made to construct

just such a model. As a result, feasibility can be judged on the basis of the

practicality and applicability of the model developed and presented herein. When-

ever there are limitations on the types of facilities which can be included in

the model or overpowering impracticalities in the treatment of those facilities

which were included, feasibility cannot be demonstrated. On the other hand,

feasibility can be demonstrated whenever the model, or a portion therebf, shows

promise of being capable of implementation.

In judging practicality, or lack thereof, of the various submodels, a note

of caution must be introduced. A "model" is nothing more than a mathematical

representation of a physical entity-in this case units of facilities. To make

this mathematical representation finite and manageable, it is necessary to

abstract from reality to a greater or lesser degree. Since the only thing that

completely represents reality is reality itself, any attempt to reproduce reality,

either mathematically or in some other form, must result in a reproduction which

is, to some extent, unfaithful. In this particular case this means that some of

those variables which play a role in determining facilities have purposely been

omitted. The point of this caveat is that when judging the feasibility of build-

ing models of a particular system, the general weaknesses inherent in model-

building be considered.

The "system" investigated in this project is, in reality, a group of inter-

connected sub-systems, each of which is composed of series of operations. The

operations are, in turn, composed of the following four basic components:

1. Input - that which is to be acted upon. The system primarily takes

the student body and its characteristics as inputs.
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2. Decision or Planning Parameters - those which define how the action

is to be carried out. The philosophy of the institution regarding

such things as size of sections and faculty loads must be expressed

in quantitative terms so that they are amenable to mathematical

manipulation. Experience indicates that this process of quantification

is not as difficult as might be supposed and, further, that the process

is an extremely useful vehicle for forcing a review of existing policy.

The ability to change this component is the feature which allows this

model to be a "simulation model".

3. The Model Itself - that portion which provides the action: it defines

how the input and decision parameters are combined so that a final

result can be obtained.

4. The Output - the result of the operation. The output may be either

an end result of the system - a "final answer" - or it may be intermediate

information which later acts as input to another subsystem..

6



Data Requirements

The eventual ability to actually use some or all of the various submodels

which are presented in the subsequent sections of this report depends heavily

on the ability to acquire or generate quantitative data concerning

the student body,.the academic program and course offerings, and the faculty

of the institution. Data relating to other elements are also required, but

the information on student and faculty and their interactions as expressed

through academic programs is generally the most basic.

The required quantified information may serve either as a given input to

one or more submodels or as a reflection of an adminiitrative decision.

The following summarizes briefly the kinds of information which must be

made available with reference to the three basic areas denoted above.

I. Student Body

The data concerning the student which are.required are:

1. Total number of students

2. The number of students in each academic'program further categorized

by academic level within programs.

The student body classified by sex, marital status, and academic

level (if the latter is releirant to housing assignments at the

institution under consideration).

4. The student body classified by proximity of the students' homes

. to the campus (as one basis for defining the commuting student).

'These data can be aggregated from student records containing the following

information on each member of the student body:

1. Academic Program

2. Academic Level

3. Sex

4. Marital Status

5. Home Zip Code 7/
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Given these basic data on each member of the student body, it is possible

to retrieve the information, concerning either the total student population

or selected sub - groups, requirnd by the various submodels.

In addition to the above-mentioned student data, such administrative

parameters as 1.) minimum number of library holdings required to support

a student of each academic level and program and 2.) percentages of the

various sub-groups of the student body to be provided with living, dining,

and parking facilities must be established and expressed quantitatively.

II. Course Offerings and Academic Programs

The following information concerning the method of presentation of each

course to be offered is required.

1. Any subdivision of the course into lecture, recitation/discussion,

and laboratory. (For this purpose, lecture is a course subdivision

requiring facilities in which the principal use is for an instructor

to address a group of students, while a recitation/discussion sub-

division requires facilities which enable complete interplay of

discussion between the instructor and the students and a laboratory

subdivision requires facilities that are designed for specific use

by a student. Laboratories includes such special facilities as

gymnasium, music rooms, drawing rooms etc.).

2. For each course subdivision, the maximum number of students to meet

at one time.

3. For each course subdivision, the total number of contact hours

per week.
damp

4. For each course subdivision, the nercentage of. FIE instructional

load per faculty member (by level of, faculty).

5. The source of the students usually enrolled in the course, classified

by academic level and program (e.g., 100 per cent of sophomore



engineering students and 100 per cent sophomore science students).

In addition to information on method of course presentation, admin..

istrative parameters dealing with factors of support for the academic

programs, such as minimum size of library holdings required to initiate

a program, must be developed.

Ill, Faculty

The faculty data required for operati3n of the submodels developed in

this report are included in the "Faculty Profile" of each academic department.

The "Faculty Profile" indicates the percentage of the faculty members in each

department who fall into pre-established activity categories. The activity

categories reflect the most common distributions of faculty effort within

the department, a separate category being defined for each such distribution,"

for example:

100% teaching

50% teaching

SO% teaching

SO% Research

SO% Other

The number of categories and the effort breakdowns used must be dee

termined to reflect the practices and needs of each particular institution.

The "Profile" established for illustrative purposes in this report is:

Activity % of Faculty 4 % .0 % Total %

Category in Category Instruction Research Other of Effort
,-....-.-

1 15 100 0 0 100

2 40 75 25 0 100

3 10 SO SO 0 100

4 15 0 100 0 100

S 20 100 0 0 SO

The profile can be developed knowing the following inforitation

about each faculty member- .presently assigned to the department undbt

consideration:



1. Academic Department

2. Level

3. % of effort devoted to instructional activities

4. % of effort devoted to research activities

S. % of effort devoted to other activities

In addition to the data required in the development of the Faculty

Profile, information on such things as library support required for each faculty

member and the ratio of faculty members to secretaries must also be provided.

The above summarized listing is by no means exhaustive; it does, however,

provide a reasonable overview as to the types of data required and the amount of

detail necessary.
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Format of the Model Description

The descriptions of each of the various submodels which have been

developed are consistently presented under the following principal headings.

a. Assumptions. The basic assumptions governing the form of the

submodels are enumerated.

b. Description of the submodel. A brief description of each of the

operations contained within the submodel is provided. The input,

decision parameters, and output are described for the individual

operations.

c. Symbols. A complete list of the sumbols used in each submodel is

provided for ease of reference.

d. Mathematical expression of the sub-system.

e. Diagram. A diagram showing the information flow in schematic form

is provided for each submodel.

For ease of reference, the numbering system used has been applied in a

manner which allows the description of the model, the mathematical expression

of the model, and the diagram to be correlated.

In addition to the descriptions of the specific data required for each of

the suhmodels, a brief description of the more important data files is included.

This provides a single location in which the various information elements covering

faculty, students, courses and othel such items can be noted and collected.



Limitations on the Scope of the Study

For various reasons, certain types of facilities which are common to colleges

and universities have been omitted from detailed consideration in this study.

Through this omission, it is admitted that the needs for these types of fac-

ilities cannot be practically determined through application of systems tech-

niques and models.

Those types of facilities which are more or less outside the realm of

model-building are usually characterized by not being closely tied to the

instructional processes of the institution. In addition, they generally are

those types of which there is only "one-of-a-kind" on each campus (i.e. there

will probably be only one such facility on a campus regardless of how much

the size and composition of the student body has changed since the facility

was initially occupied). Illustrative of such types of space are lounge and

recreation areas, museums, student unions, and chapels. They are normally

constructed when expedient or when economically possible rather than when the

need is generated by a changing student body. Such considerations led to the

decision to exclude these kinds of space when developing the model. Because

of their complexity and unique requirements, medical schools have also been

excluded.

Evening instruction, continuing education programs, and summer programs

have not been mentioned specifically. If evening instruction requires less

facilities than day instruction, the facilities for day instruction are adequate.

If evening instruction requires the greater facilities, then the facilities in-

cluded in this study are determined by the evening instruction. Continuing

education programs, in so far as they require facilities, can be included

in the facilities determined in this study. Summer programs, if part of a

year-round operation, are to be treated as a regular term; if not part of a

year-round operation, the regular facilities of the institution are considered

as adequate.
13, /1-
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Instructional Facilities and Faculty

The purpose of Operations 1.1 - 1.17 is to solve the following problem:

given a student enrollment by degree progn and academic level, to determine

for a given term the number and capacity of lecture rooms, recitation/discus-

sion rooms, and instructional laboratories; the F.T.E. faculty and the actual

number of faculty, by rank; and the graduate teaching assistants required for

instruction in all courses expected to be offered during that term.

To effect the solution of this problem, several decisions - regarding how

the academic programs are to be carried out - must be made and expressed

quantitatively. The value of these decision parameters may be generated by

considering the appropriate records of the institution over a period of years

or they may be specified by the institution's plans for the future. Obviously,

the values assigned have a great effect on the results obtained; selective var-

iation sheds light on the interacting effects of specific decisions on class-

room facilities and faculty required.

This section of the report illustrates the solution of the stated pro-

blem by considering the necessary operations for a single course. This il-

lustration is followed by a generalized mathematical model which includes

all courses given in a single term. A diagram or chart is also included to

show the interrelationships of the several operations in the mathematical

model and to illustrate the use of the various parameters.

IS, 16) 17



Assumptions

1. The institution is organized in p instructional degree programs.

2. The students are classified by j levels of study. To illustrate

the following seven are used; 1-freshman, 2-sophomores, 3-juniors,

4-seniors, 5-fifth year architects, 6-in professional programs,

7-in graduate programs.

3. Student data are given by numbers of students, by degree program,

and level of study.

4. The course enrollments are expressed in the form of a matrix (column

vector) [E].

nxl

5. The type of instruction in each of these courses can be placid in one

or more of the three subdivisions of 1) lecture, 2) recitation/discussion,

and 3) laboratory (including drawing and design, gymnasium, nr_sic, etc).

6. Instructional unit policies exist concerning the maximum class size

in each of the three categories for each course.

7. Faculty engaged in instruction are of b levels: To illustrate the

following levels are used: 1) professional faculty members and

2) graduate teaching assistants.

8. Teaching loads for each of the b levels of faculty can he specified

for each type t of instruction for each course. (see assumption 5 for

types of instruction)

9. Teaching loads may vary by course, by type of course instruction, and

by any desired distribution of ranks and levels of faculty among the

types of instruction for each course (see assumption 12 for faculty ranks)

10. The teaching load is specified by the fraction of a faculty member's total

service to the institution represented by each course section taught.

18



11. Courses are so labeled that they can be assigned to an instructional

department, division, or other unit.

12. Professional faculty ranks r are: 1-professor, 2-associate professor,

3-assistant professor , 4-instructor .

13:The organization of each course as to contact hours per week of instruction

in the three subdivisions of lecture, recitation/discussion, and laboratory

is specified.

14. Ranges of room capacity have been developed within which the number of

hours available for use each week and maximum percentage of room capacity

to be occupied for each subdivision of room t, t = 1, 2, 3 are

constant (see assumption 13 for room type categories).

15. All lecture and recitation rooms (subdivision t, t = 1, 2) of the same

capacity range have the same available hours for use per week for all

courses (subdivision 1 and 2 as listed in assumption 5).

16. Because some laboratories may have more than one student working at the

same station on the same experiment, it is advisable to compute the

required number of laboratories for each course separately.

17. A set of room capacity ranges, in student stations, has been chosen to

include all course subdivisions.

19



Operation 1.1 Generate Course Enrollments

Input

The input to Operation 1.1 is the student enrollment by degree program

and academic level in a given term.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for Operation 1.1 are the percentages of the

number of students in each degree program and academic level expected to

take each course offered in a given term.

The 921122LIZI

Operation 1.1 consists of multiplying ]) the student enrollment

categorized according to degree program and academic level by 2) the

percentage of the students in each of these categories expected to enroll

in each course to be offered in a specified term.

Output

The outputs from Operation 1.1 are the projected course enrollments

for a given term.

Operation 1.2 - Form Diagonal Matrix E

Input

The input to this operation is the output from-Operation 1,1, the

course enrollments.

The Operation

This operation consists of rearranging the course enrollment data into

a diagonal matrix format to enable the matrix algebra manipulations of

Operation 1.3 to be performed for each course.

Operation 1.3 - Number of Sections by Course Subdivision

Input

The input to Operation 1.3 is the output from Operation 1.2.

20



Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for Operation 1.3 reflect the practice of

organizing courses into various subdivisions (lecture, recitation/discussion,

and laboratory). They consist of specifying the number of students considered

to be the maximum allowable in each of the subdivisions of each course. In

particular, the following information is required for each course:

1. Whether the course instruction is subdivided into

a. lecture

and/or

b. recitation/discussion

and/or

c. laboratory (this includes all subdivisions such as drawing -

design rooms and gymnasium that require special rooms or

equipment).

2. For each subdivision, the maximum number of students allowable per

class section.

Note: Each of these items represents a policy decison usually made at the

department (division) level.

The Operation

Operation 1.3 consists of dividing each course enrollment (the input)

by the maximum number of allowable students per class section for each course

subdivision (the decision parameter).

Output

The outputs from Operation 1.3 are the number of sections required for

each subdivision of each course.

Operation 1.4 - Convert Output of Operation 1.3 to Integers

The number of sections required for each subdivision of each course,

as calculated in Operation 1.3 are likely to be fractional.

21



Because the unit of instruction is the class section, the number of sections

must be an integer. Operation 1.4 consists of converting the outputs of

Operation 1.3 into integers. In general, the fractional number of sections

should be raised to the next larger integer but, in some cases, it would be

advisable to increase slightly the maximum allowable number of students per

section to make the number of sections the next lower integer. As an example,

for a course with an enrollment of 52 having an associated maximum number of 25

students, it might be advisable to revise the maximum number of students to 26.

Output

The outputs from Operation 1.4 are the integral number of sections

required for each subdivision of each course.

Operations 1.5 and 1.6 - F.T.E. Instructional Staff by Level

Operations 1.5 and 1.6 are considered together because they are both

concerned with the full time equivalent (F.T.E.) instructional staff and

because the operations are mathematically similar.

Input_

The inputs to Operations 1.5 and 1.6 are the number of sections

required for each subdivision of each course, i. e. the outputs from

Operation 1.4.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for Operations 1.5 and 1.6 specify the

fractional part of an instructional staff member's total duties which is

represented by the instruction of one class section in each course sub-

division. It is also necessary to specify the level of the instructional

staff to be assigned to each section. The simplest specification of levels

is to classify the instructional staff as 1) professional faculty and 2) grad-

uate teaching assistants. The categories of instructional staff level used

should be only those which are relevant to the assignment of teaching duties

22



at the institution concerned. If courses are assigned only to professional

faculty of a given rank, then more levels than two would be needed.

As an illustration for the case where two levels of instructional staff

are used, a physics course might have the following decision parameters:

1. Each lecture section represents 1/4 of a faculty member's

load.

2. Each recitation section represents 1/4 of a graduate assistant's

load, or 1/8 of a faculty member's load.

3. Each laboratory section represents 1/3 of a graduate assistant's load.

It is necessary to modify the loads just given when it is found desirable

to factor in a desired distribution of sections between professional faculty

and graduate teaching assistants. For example, if it is desired to have one

half of the recitation sections taught by faculty and one half by graduate

assistants, this can be done by multiplying the loads given above by the

fractional distribution desired. Hence, each recitation section requires 1/8

x 1/2 = 1/16 of a faculty member's load and 1/4 x 1/2 = 1/8 of a graduate

assistant's load.

The Operation

These operations consist of multiplying the derived number of sections

in each subdivision by the instructional load per section, by level. These

results may be summed for the two instruction staff levels for each course,

if desired.

The following example illustrates this operation. Suppose a physics

course requires 4 lecture sections taught by faculty; 36 recitation sections,

of which one half are to be taught by faculty and one half by graduate assistants;

and 45 laboratory sections taught by graduate assistants. If the teaching loads

are as given previously, the following table indicates the calulation of the

staff requirements.

23



No. of
Subdivision Secs. Load factor/section Instruction Requirements

Faculty Grad. Asst. Faculty Grad. Asst.

Lecture 4 1/4 1

Recitation 36 1/16 1/8 2.25 4.50

Laboratory 45 1/3 15.00

Total F.T.E. Staff by Level 3.25 19.50

Outputs

The outputs from these operations are the F.T.E. instructional staff by

course subdivision and staff level or, if summed, by course and staff level.

Operation 1.7 - Staff by Department (Division) and Level

Operation 1.7 consists in merely summing the outputs from Operation 1.5

and 1.6, i.e., the F.T.E. instructional staff by course and subdivision, for

each of the two instructional staff levels, for all courses taught in each

department (division) and level of faculty required.

Operation 1.8 - Determine Head Count Faculty

Input

The inputs to Operation 1.8 are the outputs of Operation 1.7, i.e.,

the F.T.E. instructional staff requirements by department (division) and level.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameter for this operation is contained within the

data elements of the departmnt profile (the complete structure of the

profile is presented in the section entitled Data Elements). In particular,

the decision parameter is the ratio of head count faculty to full-time

equivalent faculty, by department (division) and by level of faculty. This ratio

can be obtained from the profile by multiplying the percent of faculty

included in each "activity category" by the "total percent of effort"

24



Associated with each of the categories, summing the products by department

and level of faculty, and relating the resulting percentage to 100.

The Operation

The operation consists of multiplying the F.T.E. instructional staff

requirements, categorized by department and level of faculty, by the ratio

of head count faculty to F.T.E. faculty which is appropriate for that

category.

Output

The output of this operation is head count faculty categorized according

to department and level.

Note 1: To better illustrate this particular operation, consider a situation

in which the output of Operation 1.7 indicates that 18 F.T.E. senior

faculty members were reqiiired to staff all courses being offered by

the department under consideration.

Activity
Category

% of Faculty
in Category

%0

Instruction

0

Research

0%

Other

Total %
of Effort

1 15 100 0 0 100

2 40 75 25 0 100

3 10 50 50 0 100

4 15 0 100 0 100

5 20 50 0 0 50

The ratio of total head count to F.T.E. teaching faculty is, therefore, 100:

the sum of the products of % of faculty x % instruction x total % of effort or

100: (.15 x 1 x 1 + .40 x .75 x 1 + .10 x .5 x 1 + .15 x 0 x 1 + .20 x .5 x .5)

= 100:60

The total head count faculty required is thus 18 x 100/60 = 30.

Note 2: by further exploitation of the data in the profile, a more complete

picture of the faculty can be obtained. For example, this data can be used

to calculate that

25



.40 x 30 = 12 faculty members spend 750 of their time in instructional

activities (where 40 is the percent of faculty in activity

category 1).

.10 x 30 = 3 faculty members divide their time equally between instruction

and research (where 10 is the percent of faculty in activity

category 3).

Operation 1.9 - Actual Faculty by Rank

Input

The input to Operation 1.9 is one of the outputs from Operation 1.8,

i.e., the actual (head count) number of professional faculty, by department

(division),

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for Operation 1.9 are the percentages of the

actual professional faculty in each department of rank r the ranks being

1) professor, 2) associate professor, 3) assistant professor, 4) instructor.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the actual number of faculty

members in each department by the percentage of faculty of each of the

various ranks.

Output

The output from Operation 1.9 gives the actual number of professional

faculty, by rank, for each department.

Operation 1.10 - Contact Hours by Course and Subdivision

Input

The input to this operation is the output of Operation 1.4, the integral

number of sections required for each subcivision of each course.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for Operation 1.10 are the number of class (contact)

hours per week required for one section of each of the subdivisions of each course.
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The Operation

This operation is performed by multiplying the number of sections of each

course subdivision by the number of class (or contact) hours required for each

of these sections.

Output

The output from Operation 1.10 is the total number of contact hours

required by each subdivision of each course.

Operations 1.11 and 1.12 - Calculate Average Number of Students/Section

Input

The inputs are enrollments by course (from Operation 1.2) and integral

number of sections required for each subdivision of each course (from Operation

1.4).

The Operation

Simply stated, these operations consist of dividing the course enrollments

by the number of sections required for each subdivision of each course. Due

to the use of matrix operations, the mathematical manipulations are slightly

more complex. In particular, it is necessary to convert the data on number

of sections to reciprocals and then multiply rather than divide.

Output

The output is average enrollment per section of each course subdivision.

Operation 1.13

This operation is merely a rearrangement of the results of Operation 1.12

in order to perform Operation 1.14.

Operat;_on'1.14 - Room Capacity in Student Numbers

Input

The input to this operation is the output of Operation 1.13, the integral

number of students per section of each course by subdivision.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameter is the percentage of capacity to which each type
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and size (or range of sizes) of room should be filled. In other words, this

parameter specifies the maximum student station utilization which is acceptable

for rooms of various sizes and types (lecture, laboratory, etc.).

The Operation

This operation consists of dividing the average number of students per

section of each course subdivision by the maximum student station utilization

deemed allowable for rooms having a capacity which is numerically equivalent

to the number of students in that section.

Output

The outputs from Operation 1.14 are the minimum required room capacities,

expressed in student stations, for each subdivision of each course.

Operation 1.15 - Tally of Weekly Contact Hours by Capacity Ranges

Input

The inputs to this operation are the total number of weekly contact hours

fbr each course, by subdivision (the output from Operation 1.10), and the min-

imum capacities of the rooms required for each of these course subdivisions

(the output from Operation 1.14).

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation form a mutually exclusive

set of room capacity ranges, one of which can be associated with the room

requirements of each course subdivision.

The Operation

For lecture and recitation /discussion course subdivisions, the operation

consists of summing the weekly contact hour demands within each of the ranges

of room capacity. For the laboratory subdivision, the operation consists simply

of designating or assigning the room capacity range for each course; weekly con-

tact hour demands remain segregated by course and are not summed within each

range of room capacities as they are for the other course subdivisions.
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Output

The outputs from this operation are a tally of cont:ct hour demands

for lecture rooms and for recitation/discussion rooms by room capacity range

and a listing of contact hour demands for laboratories for each course by

room capacity range.

Operation 1.16 - Number of Rooms by Capacity and Subdivision Type

Input

The inputs to this operation are the outputs from Operation 1.15.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for Operation 1.16 are the maximum number of

hours per week during which lecture rooms, recitation/discussion rooms, and

laboratories of various capacities are available for use.

The Operation

This operation consists of dividing the weekly contact hour demana for

rooms (rooms being categorized by subdivision and capacity range), from

Operation 1.15, by the decision parameters, i.e., by the maximum available hours

per week for use of such rooms.

Output

The output from Operation 1.16 is the number of required rooms by

subdivision type and room capacity.

Note: For lecture rooms and recitation/discussion rooms, the output is the required

number of rooms of each size and type. For laboratories, the result is the

number of rooms of each size required for each course. The difference in

procedure is occasioned by the inability, as a practical matter, of using

most laboratories for multiple purpose. Leaving the output in its disaggregated

form preserves the ability to collect the requirements of various courses which

can share facilities if this is found to be desirable.
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Operation 1.17 - Integral Number of Rooms by Capacity and Subdivision

The number of rooms resulting from Operation 1.16 will not be an integer,

in general. Operation 1.17 merely consists of increasing the required number

of rooms to the next higher integer where the number is fractional.

Note: The following illustrates the operations involved in determining classroom

needs by using an example involving a single course.

Consider as input a basic physics course with a total enrollment of

900 (the output of Operation 1.1). In addition, consider that the decision

parameters (for Operation 1.3) specify that the course is to be subdivided

into:

a. lecture sections no larger than 250 students

b. recitation-discussion groups of no more than 25 students

c. laboratory sections of no more than 20 students.

Operations 1.3 and 1.4 together yield:

a. 900/250 = 3.6 or 4 lecture sections

b. 900/ 25 = 36 recitation sections

c. 900/20 = 45 laboratory sections.

If the decision parameters for Operation 1.10 indicate that

a. lecture sections meet 1 hour per week

b. recitation sections meet 2 hours per week

c. laboratory sections meet 3 hours per week,

then Operation 1.10 results in a requirement for

a. 4 sections x 1 hour/week = 4 hours per week of lecture rooms

b. 36 sections x 2 hour/week = 72 hours per week of recitation rooms

c. 45 sections x 3 hour/week = 135 hours per week of physics laboratories.

To determine average numbers of students per section, Operation 1.12

requires that the total enrollment in each course be divided by the number of

sections as determined in Operation 1.4 so that
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a. 900/4 = 225 students per lecture section

b. 900/36 = 25 students per recitation section

c. 900/45 = 20 students per laboratory section.

The parameters for Operation 1.14 require a decision on the maximum

percentage station utilization deemed acceptable for rooms of various types

and capacities.

Assume these parameters to be as follows:

a. 75% for rooms seating 200 or more

b. 83.3% for rooms seating fewer than 50

c. 100% for all laboratories.

Operation 1.14 is then accomplished by dividing the outputs of Operation

1.12 by the appropriate percentage.

Room requirements are, therefore, for:

a. lecture room of 225/.75 = 300 seat capacity

b. recitation rocm of 25/.833 = 30 seat capacity

c. laboratories of 20/1.00 = 20 student stations.

Operation 1.15 simply combines the outputs of Operations 1.10 and 1.14

to fully define room requirements as:

a. 4 hour/week of lecture room seating at least 300

b. 72 hour/week of recitation room seating at least 30

c. 135 hour/week laboratory space seating at least 20.

Given that the maximum number of hours of use per week is 24 hours per

week for lecture rooms, 27 hours per week for rooms with a capacity of less

than 50, and 33 hours per week for physics laboratories, the number of rooms

required is

4/24 = 1/6 of a lecture room of 300' capacity

72/27 = 2.7 = 3 recitation rooms of 30+ capacity

135/33 = 4.1 = 5 laboratories with 20 student stations.
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Symbols

p =

j =

n =

the number of degree programs

the student level, j = 1, 2, . , 7

the number of courses given in a specified term or semester

N.. = the number of students in degree program i, i = 1, 2, . . p, at

11

academic level j, j = 1, 2, . ., 7 in a specified year

[N] = the matrix (column vector) with elements (components) Nij

7px1

rijk= the percentage of Nij who take course k, k = 1, 2, . n, in a

given term

[R] = the matrix with elements rijk

nx7p

ek = the student enrollment in course k, k = 1, 2, . . n, in a given term

[E] = the matrix (column vector) with elements (components) ek

nxl

mkt =
the maximum allowable number of students per class section in

course k, k = 1, 2, . . n, subdivision t, t = 1, 2, 3. The three

subdivisions are itemized in assumption (5) above.

skt =
the number of sections in course k, subdivision t. The s

kt
may come

out to be fractions.

slid=
the skt adjusted to be integers, in general by making them the next

larger integer but sometimes by increasing mkt sufficiently to make

s'kt the next lower integer

[S] = the matrix with'elements skt

3nxn

[S']= the matrix with elements s'kt

3nxn

b = 1, 2 represent the two levels of faculty, professional and graduate

assistant respectively

ktb
= the faculty member's teaching load generated by a section uf course
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k and subdivision t, k = 1, 2, . . .1 n; t = 1, 2, 3; b = 1, 2,

expressed as a fraction of his total service to the institution,

taking into account the desired distribution of instruction between

professional faculty and graduate teaching assistants

[LI] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements al
3nx3n

[L2] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements L
t2

3nx3n

f
ktb

= the number of F.T.E. faculty of level b to teach each

subdivision t of course k, b = 1, 2; t = 1, 2, 3; k = 1, 2, . . . n

[F
1

] = the matrix with elements f
ktl

nx3n

[F
2

] = the matrix with elements f
kt2

nx3n

d = the number of instructional departments or divisions

fib
= the total F.T.E. faculty in department or division i and faculty level

b, i = 1, 2, . . d; b = 1, 2

rib
= the ratio of actual faculty to F.T.E. faculty in department or division

i and faculty level b, i = 1, 2, . ., d; b = 1, 2

[Fil]= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements fil

dxd

[Fi2]= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements fi2

dxd

[ Ril] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ril

dxd

[l. ]= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements r
12 i2

dxd

f! = the actual member of professional faculty in department or division

i = 1, 2, . . .,d

= the actual number of graduate teaching assistants in department or

division i, i = 1, 2, . .,d

[F!] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements f!
1

1

dxd
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[F'']= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements f'
i

i

dxd

r =

fir =

pir =

1, 2, 3, 4, the number of ranks of professional faculty

the actual number of professional faculty of rank r in department or

division i, i = 1, 2, . . ., d; r = 1, 2, 3, 4

the percentage of fi of rank r

[Fi ]= the matrix with elements f.

r
lr

dx4d

[Pir]= the matrix with elements pir

dx4d

hkt = the total number of contact hours per week for course k, subdivision t

[H] = the matrix with elements h
kt

nx3n

a
kt

= the average number of students per section of course k, k = 1, 2, . . .,

n, and subdivision t, t = 1, 2, 3

[A] = the matrix with elements akt
3nxn

akt = the average number of students per section (integer) of course k,

k = 1, 2, . . ., n, and subidivision t, t = 1, 2, 3

[A'] = the matrix with elements a'
kt

3nxn

[A"]= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements a' arranged as shown below
kt

Y = the number of ranges of, room capacities to be used

u
kt

= the percentage of room capacity for range of room capacity to be

occupied by students in course k, k= 1, 2, . . ., n, and subdivision

t, t = 1, 2, 3

[U] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements ukt arranged in the same

3nx3n
order as elements of [A"]

c
kt

= the number of contact hours per week in course k, subdivision t, k = 1,

2, . .; n, t = 1, 2, 3

[C] = the matrix with elements ckt
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C
kt

= the required room capacity in student stations for course k, k = 1, 2,

. . n, and room type t, t = 1, 2, 3

[C] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Ckt
3nx3n

h' = the total contact hour demand per week for all courses in subdivisionyt

t, t = 1, 2, and in capacity range y, y = 1, 2, . , y

hk3= the contact hour demand per week for laboratories, t = 3, for course k,y

k = 1, 2, . . n, and capacity range y, y = 1, 2, . , y

h'' = the maximum available hours per week for rooms of subdivision t, t =yt

1, 2, and range of room capacity y, y = 1, 2, . , y

hk3 = the maximum available hours per week for laboratories for course k,
Y

k = 1, 2, . . n and range or room capacity y, y = 1, 2, . 1 y

[H'] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements h' and hk , arranged as
yt 3y

shown below

[H"]= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements l/h" and l/h" arranged
yt k3y

as in [H']

r
yt

= the number of rooms of capacity (in student stations) in range y, y =

. y for rooms of subdivision t, t = 1, 2

r
k3y

= the number of laboratories of capacity in range y, y = 1, 2, .

for course k, k = 1, 2, . , n

1 y

[R'] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements r
yt

and r
k3y

, arranged as

in [H']

r' = the integral number of rooms of capacity (in student stations) in
yt

range y, y = 1, 2, . . .,.y for rooms of subdivision t, t = 1, 2

r' = the integral number of laboratories of capacity in range y, y = 1, 2, .

k3y

y for course k, k = 1, 2, . , n

[R'] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements r' and r'1 yt k3y
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The Models

Operation 1.1 - Generate Course Enrollments

[N] [N11 N12
7pxl

. .N
17

N
21

N
22

. . .N
27

. .N
pl

N
p2

. . .N
P7

where T indicates the transpose of the matrix (row vector)

[R] =

nx7p

Then

. . .r
171

r
211

r
221

. . .r
271

. .

.r 11
. . .r

111 121 p71

r
112

r
12?

. .

. r172 r212 r222
. . .r272 . . .rp12 . . .r

p72

r r . r
lin 12n 17n 21n r22n

. . .r
27n

. .rp1n
. .r

p7n

nx7p

[E] = [e
1

e
2

. . .en] = [R] x [N]

nxl nx7p 7px1

Operation 1.2 - Form Diagonal Matrix E

[El] = diag e . . .e ]

nxn 1 n*n

Operation 1.3 - Number of Sections by Course Subdivision

Let [M] 1/11111
3nxn

0 . . . 0 0 i

1/m12 ° 0 . . 0 0

1/m13 0 0 .

10
1/m

0 0
21

1

0 0

0 1/m
22

0 . . . 0 0

0 1/m23 0. . . 0 0

:0 0 1/Mni

0 0 1/Mn2

0 0 1/Mn3

Note: If course k has one or more of the three subdivisions missing, the

corresponding 1 /mkt is replaced by 0.
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Then

[S] =
3nxn

s
11

0

s
12

0

s
13

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 s 0 0
21

0 s 0 0 = [M] x [El]

22 3nxn nxn

0 s
23

0 0

0 0 0 s
n1

0 0 0 s
n2

0 0 0 s
n3

Operation 1.4 - Convert Output of Operation 1.3 to Integers

0 in
i

0 0 i

I

0 0

0 SI
n

0 s'
n

0
sa3.

'

[S1
3nxn

0

'

1

0s1
2

s' 0
13

1

0

0

Operation 1.5 - Determine F.T.E. Number of Senior Profesional Staff

[L1] = diag [".111 £121 L131 £211 411313

3nx3n 3nx3n
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[F ] f1 111

nx3n
1 0

f '71

0

f131

0 f211

0

f211

0

f231

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
[Sq

T
X [L,i]

nx3n 3nx3n
f f f
nll n21 n31

Operation 1.6 - Determine F.T.E. Graduate Teaching Assistants

[L
2
] = diag [

1'112 122 132 1212 *n32]
3nx3n

[F2] rf112 f122 f132
0 0 0

nx3n
0 0 0 f

212
f
222

f
232

. 0 0 0

0 fn12 n22
f
n32

nx3n

= [Sq
T
X [L

2
]

nx3n 3nx3n

Operation 1.7 - F.T.E. Staff By Department and Level

Sum the F.T.E. instructional staff for each level 1 and 2, for all courses

taught in each department (division) i, i = 1, 2, . . d,

thus obtaining fib, b = 1, 2

Operation 1.8 - Determine Head Count Faculty

diag [Fi] = diag [Fi F2 . . . FA] = diag [Fil] x diag [Ril]

dxd dxd dxd dxd

diag [Fil= diag [ft' f' . . . f4;'] = diag [Fi2] x diag [R i2]

dxd dxd dxd dxd

Operation 1.9 - Actual Faculty by Rank

1
[F.
12 1

]= ,ff12 f13 f14 0000 0000
dx4d

!

0 0 0 0 f
21

f
22

f
23

f
24

0 0 0 0

0 f
dl fd2

f
d3

f
d4

= diag [Fi] x [Pir]

dxd dx4d



Operation 1.10 - Contact Hours by Course and Subdivision

[C] =

nx3n

c c c 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 12 13

0

0

0

0

0

0

cc
21

0

22

0

and [Si] - 51

2 11

3nx3n
I

s'2

Then

[H] =
h11

h 0 0 0 0 0 0

nx3n 11 12 13

0 0 0 h h h 0 0 0
21 22 23

s'
13

c 0 0 0
23

0 c c c
n1 n2

21

s

21

s'
23

[C] x [Si]

nx3n 3nx3n
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Operation 1.11 and 1.12 - Calculate Average Number of Students/Section

Let [Si] = 1/s'
11

0 0

3nxn
1/s'

12
0 0

1/s13 0 0

0 1/s' 0
21

1/s' 0
22

0 1/s' 0
23

0 0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

Then [A]

3nxn

= 0 0all 0

a 0 0 0
12

a 0 0 0
13

0 0 0 a
nl

0 0 0 a
n2

0 0 0 an3

o-
0

0

0

0

0

0 1 /s'

nl

0 1/s:12

0 l/s'
n3

= [Si] x [E
1
]

3nxn nxn

Note: If any of the s' are zero, the corresponding l/s' is replaced by O.
kt kt

and

[A'] =

3nxn

40

a'
11

0 0

0 0

n n

0

0

0 a'

0 a'
2

0 a'

nl

0
n
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Operation 1.13 -

Diag [A"] = diag [a' a' a' a'
12 12 21 22

3nx3n 3nx3n

a' a' a' a' ]
n2 13 23 n3

Operation 1.14 - Room Capacity in Student Numbers

Diag [U] = diag [1/u11 1/u12 1/u21 1/u22 .

3nx3n

diag [C] = diag [C11 C12 C21 C22

3nx3n

Operation 1.15 - Tally of Weekly Contact Hours by Capacity Ranges

. . . 1/u 1/u 1/u
n2 13 23

. . C
n2

C
13

1/u ]
n3

. . . C
n3

] = diag [A"] x diag [U]

3nx3n 3nx3n

Sum up contact hour demand for all courses of subdivision t, t = 1, 2, from [H]
in capacity range y from [C]. For laboratories t = 3, obtain hk3y similarly. These
together form [HI.

diag [H'] = diag [h' h' h' h' . . . h' h' h' . . . h' h'
11 12 21 22 y2 131 132 13y 231

(n+2)y x (n+2)y (n+2)y x (n+2)y

Operation 1.16 - Number of Rooms by Capacity and Subdivision Type

diag [H"] = diag [1/1111 1/h1 1/111

(n+2)y x (n+2)y

diag [R'] = diag [r
11

r
12

r
21

(n+2)y x (n+2)y

. . 1 /h'' l/h"
y2 131

(n+2)y x (n+2)y

. . 1 /h'' ]

n3y

.h' . . .bf
23y n3y

. . r
y2

r
131

. . . r
n3y

] = diag [HI x diag [H"]

(n+2)y x (n +2)y (n+2)y x (n +2)y (n+2)y x (n+2)y

Operation 1.17 - Integral Number of Rooms by Capacity and Subdivision Type

diag [R'] = diag [r' r' r'
1 11 12 21

(n+2)y x (n+2)y

. . r' r' . . r'
y2 131 n3y

where r' and r'
k3y

are the next higher integers than r
yt

and r
k3y2 respectively.yt

Remark: Instead of computing the number of rooms by capacity and subdivision, using
the matrix [R'], the number of rooms for instruction of subdivision
t, t = 1, 2, can be computed as one operation and the number of laboratories
t = 3, can be computed separately as a second unit.
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Research Facilities

Research, as performed in educational institutions, can be classified as

either theoretical research or experimental research, theoretical research being

that performed in the library and/or offices; experimental research being that

which requires laboratory facilities.

The problems to be solved by the operations in Submodel #2 are as follows:

1) given the actual number of professional faculty by department (division), to

find the number of faculty members to be provided with experimental

research laboratories; 2) given the student enrollment by degree program and

academic level, to find the number of students within each of these degree programs

to be provided with exoerimental research laboratories.

The answers to these relatively straightforward questions can be generated

by performing the operations contained within Submodel 2. It is realized that

a significant portion of the research space requirements of many departments

results from demands made by specialized equipment (linear accelerators, etc.).

Because of the highly individualized nature of these requirements, no attempt is

made to include them in the models.

This section of the report describes, in words, the operations which convert

the inputs into the required outputs specifying research facilities requirements..

This description is followed by the associated mathematical models. A diagram

showing the operations in the mathematical models and the parameters used is included

also.



Assumptions

1. All research activities are classified as either theoretical research or

experimental research.

2. Facilities for all theoretical research are provided by offices and library

facilities.

3. Experimental research may be pursued by faculty, research staff, graduate

students, and undergraduate students.

4. Large experimental research facilities, e.g., nuclear reactors, are con-

sidered separately from other experimental research facilities.

5. All experimental research laboratories are to be available for use 100%

of the time.
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Operation 2.1 - Faculty Experimental Research Laboratories

Input

The input to Operation 2.1 is the output from Operation 1.8, the actual

number of professional faculty in each department (division).

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentages of pro-

fessional faculty in each department (division) who are engaged in experimental

research.

The Operation

Operation 2.1 consists of multiplying the number of professional faculty

in each department (division) by the percentage of this faculty engaged in

experimental research.

Output

The outputs from Operation 2.1 are the number of actual professional faculty

in each department (division) engaged in experimental research and, assuming each

such faculty member requires an individual laboratory, this is the number of

laboratories required for professional faculty experimental research.

Operation 2.2 Student Enrollment by Degree Program

Input

The input to this operation is the standard input to Operation 1.1, i.e.,

the student enrollment by degree program and academic level.

The Operation

This operation is the summation of the student enrollment in each degree

program for all academic levels.

Output,

The outputs from Operation 2.2 are the total student enrollments in each

degree program.
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Operation 2.3 - Number of Students, by Degree Program, Engaged in Experimental
Research

Input

The input to Operation 2.3 is the output from Operation 2.2, i.e., the

total student enrollment in each degree program.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters are the percentages of the total student enrollment

in each degree program who engage in experimental research.

The Operation

Operation 2.3 consists of multiplying the total student enrollment in each

degree program by the percentage of this total student enrollment who engage

in experimental research.

Output.

The outputs from Operation 2.3 are the number of students in each degree

program who engage in experimental research.

Operation 2.4 - Formation of Row Vector for Use in Operation 2.5

Operation 2.4 consists merely of separating the number of students in

each degree program, who engage in experimental research, for use in the

next operation.

Operation 2.5 - Number of Students, by Degree Program, Engaged in Each
Experimental Research Project

Input

The inputs to this operation are the outputs from Operation 2.4, i. e.,

the number of students in each degree program, who engage in experimental

research.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for Operation 2.5 are the percentages of students

in each degree program who are engaged in each different research project

having students from that degree program.
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The Operation

Operation 2.5 consists of multiplying the number of students in each

degree program, who engage in experimental research, by percentage of

students in that degree program who are engaged in eae- different research

project having students from that degree program.

Output

The outputs from Operation 2.5 are the number of students in each

degree program who are engaged in each different research project having

students from that degree program.

Operation 2.6 - Number of Student Experimental Research Laboratories

Input

The inputs to Operation 2.6 are the outputs from Operation 2.5,

i.e., the number of students in each degree program who are engaged in

each different research project having students from that degree program.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the maximum number

of allowable students per experimental laboratory for each different

research project having students from each degree program.

The Operation

This operation consists of diViding the number of students in each

degree program who are engaged in each research project, having students

from that degree program, by the maximum number of allowable students per

experimental laboratory for each different research project having students

from that degree program.

Output

The outputs from Operation 2.6 are the number of experimental laboratories

required for students engaged in each research project by degree program.
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Operation 2.7 - Capacity of Student Research Laboratories

Input

The inputs to Operation 2.7 are the maximum number of allowable students

per experimental laboratory for each different research project, arranged by

degree program.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the number of students

to be assigned to a laboratory station for each different research project

within a degree program.

The Operation

This operation consists of dividing the maximum number of allowable

students per experimental laboratory for each different research project

in a degree program by the number of students per laboratory station for

each different research project in that degree program.

Output

The outputs from Operation 2.7 are the laboratory capacities, in stations,

for each different research project in a degree program.

Operations 2.8 and 2.9 - Laboratory Facilities for Research Staff and Large

Experimental Installations

These operations merely insure that the experimental laboratories needed

by the research staff and those necessitated by the presence of special (large')

experimental installations (e.g. nuclear reactors) are included in the exper-

imental laboratory requirements.



Symbols

f! = the actual number of professional faculty in department (division)
1

i, i = 1, 2, . . ., d, as before

[F!] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements f!
1

1

dxd

d = the number of departments or divisions

r! = the percentage of actual professional faculty in department (division)
ix

i, i = 1, 2, . . ., d, engaged in experimental research

[R' ]= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements r!
ix

ix

dxd

Nix = the number of actual professional faculty in department (division)

i, i = 1, 2, . . ., d, engaged in experimental research = the number

of experimental research laboratories required by the professional

faculty in department (division) i

[N! 1= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements N'
ixix

dxd

X = the number of areas of experimental research, current and/or planned,

for the research staff in a given year

Nij = the student enrollment by degree program i, i = 1, 2, . . ., p, and

academic level j, j = 1, 2, . . ., 7, as used previously

[Ni] = the row vector giving the student enrollment in degree program i,

i = 1, 2, . . ., p

pi' = 0-1 percentage of Ni who engage in experimental research

[P"] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements p!'
1 1

pxp

Nix = the number of students in degree program i, i = 1, 2, . . ., p, who

engage in experimental research

[Nix ]= the row vector with components Nix

lxp
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n(i) = the number of research projects with students from degree program

i, i = 1, 2, . . , p

riK = the percentage of students in degree program i, i = 1, 2, . . p,

who are engaged in research project K, K = 1, 2, . . n(i), having

students from degree program i, i = 1, 2, . . p

[Nild = the row vector with components which are the number of students in

degree programs, i = 1, 2, . . p, who are engaged in research

m.
1K

project K, K = 1, 2, . n(i), having students from degree program i

= the maximum number of allowable students per experimental laboratory

for project K, K = 1, 2, .

program i, i = 1, 2, . . p

n(i), having students from degree

[Mild=
the row vector with components miK

lxn(i)

[1,!] = the row vector with components which are the number of experimental

lxn(i) laboratories required for students engaged in research project K,

K = 1, 2, . . n(i), having students from degree programs i, i = 1,

am., p

= the number of students per laboratory station in research project

K, K = 1, 2, . . n(i), having students from degree program

i = 1, 2, . . p

[C!
1K

= the row vector with components which are the laboratory capacity for

lxn(i) research project K, K = 1, 2, . . n(i), having students from degree

program i, i = 1, 2, . . , p

X = total number of research staff experimental laboratories

xi = the total number of large experimental installations, e.g. nuclear reactors

[R- ] = row vector with elements
1K riK
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The Models

Operation 2.1 - Faculty Experimental Research Laboratories

diag [Nix] = diag [Fl] x diag [Rix] = diag [Nix N2x . . . N' ]
dx

dxd dxd dxd dxd

Note: If the department (division) profiles are sufficiently detailed, this

computation need not be made as the quantities Nix can be determined

from these profile,.

Operation 2.2 Student Enrollment by Degree Program

7
[Ni] = Z N.., i = 1, 2, .

lxp j=1 '

. .$ p, [N.] = [N
1
N
2

. .

lxp

. N ]

Operations 2.3 and 2.4 - Number of Students by Degree Program Engaged in
Experimental Research

[Nix] = [Ni] x diag [Pit] = [N1 N2 . .

lxp lxp pxp lxp

= [N N .

lx 2x

lxp

. NP] x diag [p1 " p2 " . . . p"]

pxp

. N ]

px

Operation 2.5 Number of Students, by Degr-e Program, Engaged in Each
Experimental Research Project

[N10 = Nlx [rli r12 . . r1n(1)]

lxn(1) Ixn(1)

[N20 N2x [r21 r22 r2n(2)]

lxn(2) lxn(2)

pK
] = N [r r . . . r ]

px pl p2 pry (p)

lxn(p) lxn(p)

Operation 2.6 - Number of Student Experimental Research Laboratories

[Li] = [N10 x

lxn(1) lxn(1)

= [N2K] x

lxn(2) lxn(2)

diag [limn 1/m12

n(1)xn(1)

diag [1 /m21 1/m22

n(2)xnt:

1/mln(1)]

. 1/m
2n(2)

]
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[0] = [N ] x diag [1/m
pl

l/m . . . l/m
pn(p)

]

p pK p2

lxn(p) lxn(p) n(p)xn(p)

Operation 2.7 - Capacity of Student Research Laboratories

[C1K'

]= [M1K
] x diag [1/u

11 1
/u

12
. . . l/u ]

lxn(1) lxn(1) n(1)xn(1)

[C' ].= [M ] x diag [1/u 1/u . . . 1/u ]

pK pK pl p2 pn(p)

lxn(p) lxn(p) n(p)xn(p)

Note: The row vectors [N' ], [L ], and [C' ] are computed separately
iK i iK

because n(i) is likely to be different for each degree program i,

i = 1, 2, . . .,p. Moreover, some programs will have no exper-

imental laboratory requirements and so these computations need

not be done for such programs.

Operation 2.8 - Research Staff Experimental Laboratories

X

Operation 2.9 - Large Installations for Experimental Research

xi



Office Facilities

The instruction staff, the research staff, students engaged in theoretical

research, and other personnel concerned with the educational activities of an

institution of higher learning require offices in which to carry on all or a

part of their duties.

The purpose of Submodel 3 is to determine the office requirements of the

professional faculty, by department (division) and rank; of the research staff,

by department (division) affiliation; of administrative personnel, by certain

groupings according to facilities requirements; of graduate assistants, by

department (division); and of those of the secretarial staff connected with

instructional and research activities.

Some of these determinations require only the tabulation of information

generated in another subsystem or received as new inputs to this particular

subsystem. Others depend on information which is generated by applying

decision parameters to certain inputs within this submodel.

This section of the report describes the operations which convert the

appropriate inputs into the requirements for office facilities. A mathematical

model follows this description and there is appended a diagram which shows the

sequences of mathematical operations in the model and the use of the decision

parameters.



Assumptions

1. Each department (division) has a chairman requiring more extensive office

facilities than other instructional staff members.

2. Each project of the research staff has a director requiring the same

office facilities as a department (division) chairman.

3. The department (division) chairman has the rank of professor.

4. Professional faculty members engaged in experimental research require

offices.

5. Professional faculty members are separated by department (division) and

rank to allow the assigning of different office facilities, if desired.

6. Research sta= excluding the directors of projects, have office fac-

ilities in the laboratories.

7. Students engaged in experimental research have office facilities in these

laboratories.

8. Students engaged in theoretical research may be provided with Office

facilities, in addition to any library facilities available, in which

to perform their research.

9. Library personnel, other than administrative personnel and their sec-

retaries, have office facilities in their work areas and so no separate

offices need be provided for them.

10. All other administrative personnel, excluding department (division)

chairmen and research project directors already taken into account, can

be assigned to one of the groups (1-8) as follows:

A. Groups Requiring Office Facilities Near Instructional Facilities

S8

Group 1 Personnel requiring extensive office facilities, including

facilities for their assistants and for the reception of visitors.

Group 2 Personnel requiring office facilities, including facilities

for their assistants and fdi the reception of students and visitors.

Group 3 Personnel requiring office facilities plus facilities for



record keeping, for record storage, for interviewing, and the like.

Group 4 - Personnel requiring only office facilities.

Group 5 - Secretaries to groups (1-4) plus secretaries in the secretarial

pool, if any.

B. Groups Requiring Office Facilities Near Dormitory and Dining Facilities

Group 6 - Personnel requiring office facilities, including facilities

for their assistants and for the reception of visitors.

Group 7 - Personnel requiring only office facilities.

Group 8 - Secretaries to groups (6-7).

Note: These groups are to contain not only the usual administrative personnel,

excluding department (division) chairmen and research project directors,

but also library, communications, computer, and other similar administrative

personnel and their secretaries.

11. Research staff personnel are assigned to a department (division).

12. Each department (division) chairman and each research staff project director,

or equivalent title, is provided with a full-time secretary.

13. All ranks of faculty and all graduate teaching assistants are provided with

secretarial assistance.

14. All research staff personnel are provided with secretarial assistance.

15. Secretarial assistance for instructional and research staff, excluding

department (division) chairmen and research staff project directors, is provided

on the basis of one secretary for a specified number of those for whom the

service is provided.
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Operation 3.1 - Instructional and Research Staff Offices

Input

The inputs to Operation 3.1 are the actual number of professional faculty,

by department (division) and rank, from Operation 1.9; the number of project

directors in the research staff assigned to each department, from the depart-

ment profile; and the actual number of graduate teaching assistants in each

department (division).

The Operation

This operation consists merely of tabulating, from the inputs, the number

of persons, by department (division) and arranged by personnel classification,

requiring offices.

Output

The output from Operation 3.1 is the number of persons to be provided

with office facilities, arranged by department (division) and personnel

classification.

Operation 3.2 - Offices for Students Engaged in Theoretical Research

Input

The inputs to Operation 3.2 are the outputs from Operation 2.2, i.e.,

the total number of students in each degree program in a given year.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentages of the

total number of students in each degree program in a given year who are

engaged in theoretical research.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying each input by the appropriate

decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 3.2 is the number of students in each degree
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program engaged in theoretical research for whom office facilities are to be

provided.

Operation 3.3 - Administrative Office Facilities

This operation consists only of tabulating the number of persons in each

group, as specified by the institution, of administrative personnel, thus

giving the number of administrative personnel requiring office facilities, by

groups.

Operation 3.4 - Tabulation of Personnel for Operation 3.5

Input

The inputs to Operation 3.4 are the actual number of professional faculty,

by department (division) and rank, from Operations 1.9 and 3.1; the number of

project directors in the research staff assigned to each department (division),

from Operation 3.1; the number of persons in the research staff, excluding pro -

jest directors, assigned to each department (division), from the department profile;

and the actual number of graduate teaching assistants in each department (division),

from Operations 1.8 and 3.1.

The Operation

This operation consists of tabulating, in the form of a matrix, the teach-

ing and research personnel of each department (division), arranged by personnel

classification with the research staff separated from the teaching staff, to

enable Operation 3.5 to be performed.

Operation 3.5 - Offices Required for Instruction and Research rdonnected Secretaries

Input

The input to Operation 3.5 is the output of Operation 3.4, i.e., the matrix

formulated there.
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Decision Parameters

The decision parameter for this operation is the number of secretaries

per faculty member and research staff member, excluding department (division)

chairmen and research staff project directors.

The Operation

Operation 3.5 consists of multiplying each classification of personnel

by the decision parameter, the department (division) chairmen and research

staff project directors each having a full-time secretary, and then summing

by department (division), with the research staff secretarial needs kept

separate by department (division).

Output

The output from this operation is the number of instruction and research

connected secretaries requiring office facilities.
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Symbols

fir = the actual number of professional faculty of rank r, r = 1, 2, 3, 4,

in department (division) i, i = 1, 2, .
d, where r = 1 refers to

professors, r = 2 to associate professors, r = 3 to assistant pro-

fessors, and r = 4 to instructors (Operation 1.9)

f = the number of project directors in the research staff assigned to

i5

department (division) i, i = 1, 2, . . d (department profile)

[F] = the matrix with elements fir, modified for professors to take account

6dx6

f"I

of department (division) chairman, and f.,

= the actual number of graduate teaching assistants in department (division)

i = 1, 2, . d

[F!'] = the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements fy (Operation 1.8)

1
1

dxd

Ni = the total number of students in degree program i, i = 1, 2, ., p,

in a given year (Operation 2.2)

p!" = the percentage of N who are engaged in theoretical research

1

[N.] = the row vector with components N

[P/"]= the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements p!", i = 1, 2, .

NiT = the number of students in degree program i, i = 1, 2, .

.,p

p,

who are engaged in theoretical research

[N. ]= the row vector with components
1T

NiT

lxp

ng = the total number of administrative
personnel in group g, g = 1, 2, .

8, as the groups are numbered previously

[N ] = the row vector with components n , g = 1, 2, . ., 8, giving the

lx8 office requirements for groups (1-8)

fib = the number of persons in the research staff, excluding project directors,

assigned to department (division) i, = 1, 2, . . d (department

profile)
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[F'] = the matrix with elements fir, fis, fib, fl'

6x2d

a = the number of secretaries per faculty member and per research staff

member, excluding department (division) chairmen and research staff

project directors

(X] = the row vector with components 1, a, a, a, a, a
1x6

[N
s

] = the row vector with components giving the total instruction and research

connected secretaries to be provided with offices, by department (division),

i, i = 1, 2,
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The Models

Operation 3.1 - Instructional and Research Staff

[F] = 1 0

6dx6

0 0 0 01 diag [Fie] =

dxd
0 f

11
-1 0 0 0 0

0 0 f
12

0 0 0

0 0 0 f
13

0 0

0 0 0 0 f
14

0

0 0 0 0 0 f
1S

1 0 0 0 0 0

0 f -1 0 0 0 0
21

0 0 f
22

0 0 0

L0 0 0 0 f
dS

6dx6

Offices

diag [f1 " f2 " . .

dxd

. Pe]

Note: [F] is a re-arrangement of the elements of [Fi] from Submodel 1

6dx6 dxd

with the addition of elements fis. [F!'] is from Submodel 1.

Note: If the department (division) chairman is not of rank of professor,

the model can be modified easily.

eration 3.2 - Offices for Students En a ed in Theoretical Research

7

N. = E N.., i = 1, 2, .

1
j=1

[NiT] = [Ni] x diag [Pi"] = [N1 N2 . . . Np] x diag [p''' . . . pl')"]

lxp lxp pxp lxp pxp

Operation 3.3 - Administrative Office Facilities

[N ] = [ni n2 . . .n8]

1x8
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Operation 3.4 - Tabulation of Personnel for Operation 3.5

[Ft] =

6x2d

1

f -1
11

f
12

fl3

f
14

f''
1

1

f -1
21

f
22

f23

f
24

f2'

1 f
15

f -1 f
dl 16

f
d2

0

fd3
0

f 0
d4

f
d

0

6x2d

f
25

f
26

0

0

0

0

f
d 5

1

fd6;

0

0

0

0

1.eration 3.5 - Offices Re uired for Instruction and Research Connected Secretaries

= [laaaaa]
1x6

[N ] = [In" n" . . n" n" . . niA] = (X) x [P]
1 2 d d+1

lx/d lx2d 1x6 6x2d

Note: If the department (division) chairman is not always of the rank

of professor, the matrix [F'] can be modified suitably.

Note: If the basis for assigning secretarial assistance varies among de-

partments (divisions), Operations 3.4 and 3.5 must be changed to

reflect the given basis. Further, it is entirely possible that

the number of secretaries assigned per faculty member could vary

in relation to the level of faculty. This would simply require

establishing different values of (a) for each of the levels rather

than assuming a single constant value.
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Subr,tock

Library Facilities

The importance of the library facility is sufficiently great to warrant

more attention in the planning process than is usually granted. The major

failing appears to be the tendency to plan libraries on the basis of an in-

dependent estimate of the acquisition rate, rather than on the basis of what

is needed to satisfy the requirements of the planned research and instructional

programs of the institution. The model developed herein, while not as complete

or as readily applied as may be desirable, is based on the concept that library

planning must reflect developments within the various instructional and research

programs.

Central to this approach is the problem of determining the minimum number

-of books and journal titles required to establish and support the degree pro-

grams of the institution. This determination is made in a manner somewhat

similar to one developed by Clapp and Jordan [2] in 1965.

This sub-model is developed in the following functional stages:

A. User Facilities

These include such areas as general reading and study areas,

carrels of different types, microviewing, and those other

areas in which the primary requirement is the formation of

the bases for calculating the number and type of stations needed

to serve the users.

B. Active Storage Facilities

These include stacks for books in general, reference works, reserve

books, and bound journals; current book and journal display; map

and print storage; microfilm storage, including programmed learn-

ing and/or self-instruction materials and music tapes; microcard

storage; music record storage; newspaper storage and display;

slides storage; and any others to meet the institution's needs.
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C. Staff Work Facilities

Provision is made for such library services as:

acquisitions, bibliography, cataloging, circulation, historical

collections, information retrieval and data processing, micro-

processing, orders and interlibrary loans, photo reproductions

(xerox, etc.), materials preparation, periodicals, receiving

and shipping, reference, repair and binding, and muse:.

Although the library facilities of an educational institution frequently

consist of a main library and various school and/or department libraries,

such a division has not been made for purposes of this study. Rather, all

library facilities have been considered as a single unit regardless of the

(possibly diverse) physical locations of the facilities.

This section contains a written description of the methods used in

determining the facilities needs in each of the above-mentioned categories.

Then the mathematical models for these determinations are presented. Finally,

there is a diagram showing the sequence of mathematical operations and the

parameters in these operations.



Assumptions

1. Library facilities are classified as user facilities, storage facilities and

staff (or service) facilities.

2. The number of library users to be accommodated simultaneously is determined

separately for professional faculty, research staff, students, and admin-

istrative personnel to allow for different types of study facilities for

these groups, if desired.

3. The persons using the library simultaneously are accommodated in a variety

of user facilities.

4. All microfilm and microcard material, slides, maps and art prints, and

tapes for programmed learning and self-instruction are included in the

library holdings.

5. The library collection can include music records and tapes.

6. Music tapes and programmed learning and self-instruction tapes can be

grouped with microfilm reels for storage.

7. Only one copy of each issue of journals and newspapers is held in the

library collection.

8. Display facilities for current journals are provided in the periodicals

room or other facility of the library.

9. A collection of back volumes of journals and newspapers is stored in the

library facilities.

10. Back volumes of journals are to be shelved, put on microfilm, or put on

microcards whereas back volumes of newspapers are to be shelved or put on

microfilm.

11. Storage facilities for documents from government agencies are riot included

in the model.

12. Secretaries will not use library facilities in general.

13. An estimate can be made of the number of library personnel to be provided

with staff work facilities.
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14. It is possible to specify the minimum number of books required to

establish various degree programs. Furthermore, it is possible to

specify the additional number of books required per student in each

degree program.

15. Books can be stored by being shelved or by being put on microcards

or microfilm.
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A. User Facilities - Operations 4.1 - 4.09

Operation 4.1 - Total Number of Professional Faculty

Input

The input to Operation 4.1 is the output from Operation 1.8, i.e., the

actual number of professional faculty in each department (division).

The Operation

This operation consists of adding the number of professional faculty in

each department (division).

Output.

The output from Operation 4.1 is the total number of professional faculty

in the institution.

Operation 4.2 - Professional Faculty Library Users

Input

The input to Operation 4.2 is the output from Operation 4.1, the total

number of professional faculty in the institution.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for this operation is the percentage of the total

number of professional faculty to be provided with library facilities to be used

simultaneously.

The Operation

Operation 4.2 consists of multiplying the total number of professional

faculty in the institution by the decision parameter.

Output.

The output from this operation is the number of the professional faculty

to use library facilities simultaneously.

Operation 4.3 - Total Research Staff by Department (Division)

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.3 are the total number of project directors and
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the number of other persons in the research staff assigned to each department

(division).

The Operation

This operation consists of adding the two inputs to Operation 4.3 for

each department (division).

Output

The output from Operation 4.3 is the total number of research staff for each

department (division).

Operation 4.4 - Total Institution Research Staff

Input

The input to Operation 4.4 is the output from Operation 4.3, the

total number of research staff for each department (division).

The Operation

This operation sums the total number of research staff for all

departments (division).

Output

The output from this operation is the total number of research staff

at the Institution.

Operation 4.5 Research Staff Library Users

Input

The input to Operation 4.5 is the output from Operation 4.4, the total

number of research staff at the institution.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for Operation 4.5 is the percentage of the total

number of research staff to be provided with library facilities to be used

simultaneously.
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The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the total number of research

staff at the institution by the decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 4.5 is the number of the research staff to use

library facilities simultaneously.

Operation 4.6 - Total Administrative Personnel in Certain Groups

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.6 are the outputs from Operation 3.3, omitting

secretaries, i.e., the number of administrative personnel in groups (1-4), 6, 7.

The Operation

This operation consists of adding the inputs, the number Of administrative

personnel in groups (1-4), 6, 7.

Output

The output from Operation 4.6 is the total number of administrative

personnel in groups (1-4), 6, 7.

Operation 4.7 - Administrative Library Users

Input,

The input to Operation 4.7 is the output from Operation 4.6, the total

number of administrative personnel in groups (1-4), 6, 7.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for this operation is the percentage of the total

administrative personnel in groups (1-4), 6, 7, to be provided with library

facilities to be used simultaneously.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the input to this operation by the

decision parameter.
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The Output

The output from Operation 4.7 is the total number of administrative

personnel to use library facilities simultaneously.

Operation 4.8 Total Student Enrollment

Input.

The input to Operation 4.8 is the same as the input to Operation 1.1,

the number of students in each degree program at each academic level, in

a given year.

The Operation

This operation consists in summing the number of students in each

degree program at each academic level, in a given year.

Output

The output from Operation 4.8 is the total number of students enrolled

at the institution.

Operation 4.9 - Student Library Users

Input

The input to Operation 4.9 is the output from Operation 4.8, the total

number of students enrolled at the institution.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for this operation is the percentage of the total

number of students, enrolled at the institution, to be accommodated in the

library simultaneously.

The Operation

Operation 4.9 consists of multiplying the total number of students, enrolled

at the institution, by the decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 4.9 is the total number of students, enrolled

at the institution, to be accommodated in the library simultaneously.
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B. Active Storage Facilities

I. Minimum Required Number of Books and Journals - Operations 4.10 - 4.2S

Operation 4.10 - Vector Formation for Operation 4.11

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.10 are new inputs as follow: the minimum number

of books required to establish each degree program, the number of undergraduate

students in honors or independent study programs in each degree program, the

number of students enrolled for a master's degree in each degree program, the

number of students enrolled for a doctor's degree in each degree program, and

the output from Operation 3.2, the total number of students in each degree program.

The Operation

This operation merely arranges the inputs in a convenient form for the

next operation.

Operation 4.11 Total Books Reauired by Degree Program

Input

The input to Operation 4.11 is the output from Operation 4.10, i.e., the

inputs to Operation 4.10 as arranged for performance of this operation.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the minimum number of

books required to establish each degree program, the number of books per student

in each degree program, the number of books per undergraduate student in honors

or independent study programs in each degree program, the number of books per

student enrolled for a master's degree in each degree program, and the number

of books per student enrolled for a doctor's degree in each degree program.

The Operation

Operation 4.11 consists of adding to the minimum number of books re-

quired to establish each degree program the products of the number of students

in each degree program, the number of undergraduate 4zudents in honors or
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independent study programs in each degree program, the number of students

enrolled for a master's degree in each degree program, and the number of

students enrolled for a doctor's degree program by the appropriate decision

parameter specifying the number of books per student in each of these groups.

Output

The output from Operation 4.11 is the number of books required for

each degree program.

Operation 4.12 - Total Books Required for All Degree Programs

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.12 are the outputs from Operation 4.11, the

number of books required for each degree program. There are as many inputs

to Operation 4.12 as there are degree programs.

The Operation

This operation sums, over all degree programs, the number of books

required for each degree program.

Output

The output from Operation 4.12 is the total number of books required

for all degree programs.

Operation 4.13 Total Professional Faculty and Research Staff by Department (Divisio

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.13 are the outputs from Operation 1.8 as used

in Operation 3.4, i.e., the actual number of professional faculty in each

department (division), the total number of research directors assigned to each

department (division), and the number of other persons in the research staff

assigned to each department (division).

The Operation

This operation merely adds the inputs to the operation.
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Output

The output from Operation 4.13 is the total number of professional faculty

and research staff assigned to each department (division).

II eration 4.14 - Books Required for Professional Facult and Research Staff

By Department (Division)

Input

The input to Operation 4.14 is the output from Operation 4.13, the

total number of professional faculty and research staff assigned to each

department (division).

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for Operation 4.14 is the number of books per

professional faculty and research staff member in each department (division).

The Operation

This operation multiplies the input to Operation 4.14 by the decision

parameter for the operation.

Output

The output from Operation 4.14 is the number of books required for the

professional faculty and research staff of each department (division).

Operation 4.15 - Total Number of Books Required for All Professional Faculty

and Research Staff

Input

The input to Operation 4.15 is the output from Operation 4.14, the number

of books required for the professional faculty and research staff of each

department (division).

The Operation

This operation sums the input over %.1 departments (division0.

Output

The output from Operation 4.15 is the total number of books required by the

professional faculty and research staff at the institution.
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Operation 4.16 - Total Administrative Staff, Omittin Secretaries

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.16 are several of the outputs of Operation 3.3,

i.e., the total number of administrative personnel in groups (1-4), 6, 7 as

there indicated.

The Operation

This operation adds the several inputs to Operation 4.16.

Output

The output from Operation 4.16 is the total number of administrative

personnel, omitting secretaries.

Operation 4.17 - Books Required for Administrative Personnel

Input

The input to Operation 4.17 is the output from Operation 4.16, the total

number of administrative personnel, omitting secretaries.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for this operation is the number of books per

administrative personnel member, omitting secretaries.

The Operation

Operation 4.17 consists of multiplication of the input to this operation

by the decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 4.17 is the total number of books required for the

administrative personnel, omitting secretaries.

Operation 4.18 - Total Books Required

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.18 are the outputs from Operations 4.12, 4.15

and 4.17, i.e. the total number of books required respectively for all degree
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programs, for the professional faculty and research staff, and for the

administrative personnel, omitting secretaries.

The Operation

Operation 4.18 consists of adding the three inputs to the operation.

Output

The output from Operation 4.18 is the minimum total number of books

required for the educational, research, and administrative activities of the

institution.

Operations 4.19 - 4.25 - Total Journal Titles Required

These operations for journal titles almost parallel those for books,

the words "journal titles" being substituted for the word "books," as

described previously for Operations 4.10 - 4.18. Consequently, descriptions

of the operations are omitted.

Output

The output from Operation 4.25 is the minimum total number of journal

titles required for the educational, research, and administrative activities

of the institution.

II. Storage Units for Library Holdings - Operations 4.26 - 4.39

Operation 4.26 - Number of Books to be Shelved, to be put on Microfilm and Microcards

Input

The input to Operation 4.26 is the output from Operation 4.18, the

minimum total number of books required for the educational, research, and

administrative activities of the institution.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentage of the

minimum total number of books to be shelved, the percentage to be put on

microfilm, and the percentage to be put on microcards.
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The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the input, the minimum total number

of books, by each of these decision parameters.

Output

The outputs from Operation 4.26 are the number of books to be shelved, the

number to be put on microfilm, and the number to be put on microcards.

0 eration 4.27 - Total Journal Volumes Deposited in Library

Input

The input to Operation 4.27 is the output from Operation 4.25, the

minimum total number of journal titles required for the educational, research,

and administrative activities of the institution.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for Operation 4.27 is the average number of journal

volumes per journal title to be deposited in the library.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the input, the minimum total

number of journal titles, by the decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 4.27 is the total number of journal volumes to be

deposited in the library.

Operation 4.28 - Number of Journal Volumes to be Shelved; Put on Microfilm and

Mi crocards

Input

The input to Operation 4.28 is the output from Operation 4.27, the total

number of journal volumves to be deposited in the library.

Decision Parameters
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number of journal volumes to be shelved, the percentage to be put on microfilm,

and the percentage to be put on microcards.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the input, the total number of

journal volumes to be deposited in the library, by each of the three decision

parameters.

The outputs from Operation 4.28 are the number of journal volumes to be

shelved, the number to be put on microfilm, and the number to be put on micro-

cards.

Operation 4.29 - Total Newspaper Volumes to be Deposited in Library

Input

The input to Operation 4.29 is a new input, namely the total number

of newspaper titles obtained for library use.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for Operation 4.29 is the aver..le number of

newspaper volumes per newspaper title to be deposited in the library.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the input, the total number of

newspaper titles, by the decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 4.29 is the total number of newspaper volumes

to be deposited in the library.

Operation 4.30 - Number of Newspaper Volumes to be Shelved and to be Put on

Microfilm

Input

The input to Operation 4.30 is the output from Operation 4.29, the

total number of newspaper volumes to be deposited in the library.
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Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentage of the

total number of newspaper volumes to be shelved and the percentage to be

put on microfilm.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the input, the total number

of newspaper volumes, by the two decision parameters.

Output

The outputs from Operation 4.30 are the number of newspaper volumes

to be shelved and the number to be put on microfilm.

Operation 4.31 - Number of Programmed Learning_and/or Self instruction Tapes

and Music Tapes to be Deposited in the Library

Input

The input to Operation 4.31 is the output from Operation 2.2, the

student enrollment in each degree program.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the number of programmed

learning and/or self-instruction tapes per student in each degree program

and the number of music tapes per student in each degree nrogram.

The Operation

Operation 4.31 consists of multiplying the number of students in each

degree program by each of the two parameters and summing the products sep-

arately for programmed learning and/or self instruction tapes and music tapes.

Output

The two outputs from Operation 4.31 are the total number of programmed

learning and/or self-instruction tapes and the total number of music tapes

to be held in the library.
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Operation 4.32 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 4.33

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.32 are the number of books to be put on micro-

film, from Operation 4.26; the number of journal volumes to be put on micro-

film, from Operation 4.28; and the number of newspaper volumes to be put on

microfilm, from Operation 4.30.

The Operation

Operation 4.32 merely arranges the inputs in a form suited to the next

operation.

Operation 4.33 - Required Microfilm Reels

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.33 are the inputs to Operation 4.32, as arranged

by that operation.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for Operation 4.33 are the average number of micro-

film reels per book, the average number of microfilm reels per journal volume,

and the average number of microfilm reels per newspaper volume.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying each of the inputs by the ap-

propriate one of the three decision parameters and summing the resulting

products.

Output

The output from Operation 4.33 is the total number of microfilm reels

required for books, journal volumes, and newspaper volumes to be held in the

library.

Operation 4.34 Total Number of Tapes and Microfilm Reels to be Stored

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.34 are the two outputs from Operation 4.31

and the output from Operation 4.33
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The Operation

This operation consists of adding the three inputs to the operation.

Output

The output from Operation 4.34 is the total number of programmed learning

and /or self - instruction tapes; music tapes; and microfilm reels required

for books, journal volumes, and newspaper volumes to be held in the library.

Operation 4.35 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 4.36

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.35 are the number of books to be put on

microcards, from Operation 4.26, and the number of journal volumes to be

put on microcards, from Operation 4.28.

The Operation

This operation is only an arrangement of two inputs to facilitate

the next operation.

Operation 4.36 - Total Microcards to be Stored

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.36 are the inputs to Operation 4.35, as

arranged by that operation.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the average number of

microcards per book and the average number of microcards per journal volume.

The Operation

Operation 4.36 consists of multiplying each of the two inputs by the

appropriate decision parameter and adding the two products so formed.

Output,

The output from Operation 4.36 is the total number of microcards required

for books and journal volumes to be held in the library.
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Operation 4.37 - Number of Slides, Mays and/or Art Prints, and Music Records

to be Held in the Library

Input

The input to Operation 4.37 is the output from Operation 2.2, the student

enrollment in each degree program, as in Operation 4.31.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the number of slides per

student in each degree program, the number of maps and/or art prints per

student in each degree program, and the number of music records per student

in each degree program.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the input, the student enrollment

in each degree program, by each of the decision parameters in turn and adding

separately the products for slides, maps and/or art prints and music records.

Output

The three separate outputs from Operation 4.37 are the total number of

slides, the total number of maps and/or art prints, and the
total number of

music records to be held in the library.

Operation 4.38 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 4.39

Input

There are -eight inputs to Operation 4.38, namely, the number of books

to be shelved, from Operation 4.26; the number of journal volumes to be

shelved, from Operation 4.28; the number of newspaper volumes to be shelved,

from Operation 4.30; the total number of microfilm reels, programmed learning

and/or self-instruction tapes, and music tapes, from Operation 4.34; the

total number of microcards for books and journal volumes, from Operation 4.36;

the total number of slides, the total number of maps and/or art prints, and

the total number of music records, the last three from Operation 4.37.
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The Operation

This operation merely arranges the above eight inputs in a convenient

form for the next operation.

Operation 4.39 - Storage Units Required

Input

The inputs to Operation 4.39 are the inputs to Operation 4.38, as arranged

in that operation.

Decision Parameters

There are eight parameters for Operation 4.39, one for each of the eight

inputs. These are the number of books per shelving units; the number of bound

journal volumes per shelving unit; the number of bound newspaper volumes per

shelving unit; the number of microfilm reels, programmed learning and/or self-

instruction tapes, and music tapes per storage unit; the number of microcards

per storage unit; the number of slides per storage unit; the number of maps

and/or art prints per storage unit; and the number of music records per storage

unit.

The Operation

This operation consists of dividing each of the eight inputs by the

appropriate one of the eight decision parameters.

Output

The outputs from Operation 4.39 are eight in number, namely, the number

of storage units for each of books; bound journal volumes; bound newspaper

volumes; microfilm reels, programmed learning and/or self-instruction tapes,

and music tapes; microcards; slides; maps and/or art prints; and music records.

C. Staff Work Facilities

A representative list library personnel, requiring work facilities for

staff members, has been given previously. The number of staff members
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involved depends on the facilities installed or planned for the library and

the volume of work to be done in each facility. Consequently, this number of

staff members is not readily quantifiable. Nevertheless, each institution

should be able to estimate rather closely the number of persons involved.

The Operation

An estimate of the number of persons to be provided with staff work

facilities.
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Symbols

A. User Facilities

f! the actual number of professional faculty in department (division)

i = 1, 2, . . d (from Operation 1.8)

F t
the total number of professional faculty at the institution

rf = the percentage of Ft to be provided with library facilities to be

used simultaneously

F
L

the number of professional faculty to use library facilities

simultaneously

fiS
= the number of project directors in the research staff assigned to

department (division) i, i = 1, 2, . . d (from Operation 3.1)

fi6
the number of persons in the research staff, excluding project

directors, assigned to department (division) i, i = 1, 2, . .

d, (from department profiles)

NR
the total number of research staff at the institution

r
R = the percentage of NR to be provided with library facilities to be

used simultaneously

R
L

the number of research staff to use library facilities simultaneously

n
g

the total number of administrative personnel in group g, g = 1, 2,

. ., 8, as the groups are numbered previously (from Operation 3.3)

N
G

the total number of administrative personnel in groups (1-8), omit-

ting secretaries, at the institution.

r
G

the percentage of NG to be provided with library facilities to be

used simultaneously

A
L

the number of administrative personnel to use library facilities

simultaneously

N.. = the number of students in degree program i at academic level j, i = 1,

ij

2, . . p, j = 1, 2, . . ., 7, in a given year (as in Operation 1.1)
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N
T

the total number of students enrolled in the institution

rs = the percentage of NT to be accommodated in the library simultaneously

N
L

the total number of students to be accommodated in the library

simultaneously

B. Active Storage Facilities

the minimum number of books required to establish degree program

p, p = 1, 2, . ., p (new input)

the number of degree programs

the total number of students in degree program p, p = 1, 2, . Jo

p (same as Ni from Operation 3.2)

the number of undergraduate students in honors or independent study

programs in degree program p, p = 1, 2, . . p (new input)

the number of students enrolled for a master's degree in degree

program p, p = 1, 2, . . p (new input)

the number of students enrolled for a doctor's degree in degree

program p, p = 1, 2, . . p (new input)

the number of books per student in degree program p, p = 1, 2, . . p

v' = the number of books per undergraduate student in honors or independent

v" =

study programs in degrees program p, p = 1, 2, . p

the number of books per student enrolled for a master's degree in

degree program p, p = 1, 2, . . p

the number of books per student enrolled for a doctor's degree in

degree program p, p = 1, 2, .

F!' = the total number of professional faculty and research staff in or

assigned to department (division) i, i = 1, 2, . d

vi = the number of books per individual included in F!'
1

nl, n2, n3, n4, n6, n7 = the number of administrative personnel in groups

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, (from Operation 3.3)
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Na
the total number of administrative personnel in groups 1, 2, 3, 4,

6, 7

v
a

= the number of books per person in N
a

the minimum number of journal titles required to establish degree

program p, p = 1, 2, . . p (new input)

V
a

the number of journal titles per person in Na

the number of journal titles per individual included in F1', i = 1, 2,

. . d

V = the number of journal titles per student in degree program p, p = 1,

jp

V.
1

V'

V" =

VI'' =

J

B

P'

k

k'

P1

P2

P3 =

92

the number of journal titles per undergraduate student in honors or

independent study program in degree program p, p = 1, 2, . . p

the number of journal titles per student enrolled for a master's

degree in degree program p, p = 1, 2, . . p

the number of journal titles per student enrolled for a doctor's

degree in degree program p, p = 1, 2, . . p

the total number of journal titles required for all degree programs

and staff (from Operation 4.25)

the total number of books required for all degree programs and staff

(from Operation 4.18)

the number of newspaper titles obtained for library use (new input)

the average number of back journal volumes per journal title to be

deposited in the library

the average number of back newspaper volumes per newspaper title to

be deposited in the library

the percentage of B to be shelved

the percentage of B to be put on microfilm

the percentage of B to be put on microcards



P1
I

P'
2

I
P3

=

=

=

B1

B2

B3

J1

J2

J3

Pt
1

P'
2

Ni

Ti

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

the percentage of the total number of journal volumes to be shelved

the percentage of the total number of journal volumes to be put on

microfilm

the percentage of the total number of journal volumes to be put on

microcards

the percentage of the total number of newspaper volumes to be shelved

the percentage of the total number of newspaper volumes to be put on

microfilm

the total number of books to be shelved

the total number of books to be put on microfilm

the total number of books to be put on microcards

the total number of journal volumes to be shelved

the total number of journal volumes to be put on microfilm

the total number of journal volumes to be put on microcards

the total number of newspaper volumes to be shelved

the total number of newspaper volumes to be put on microfilm

the total number of students in degree program i, i = 1, 2, . . ., p

(from Operation 3.2)

the number of programmed learning and/or self-instruction tapes

provided per student in degree program i, i = 1, 2, . , p

Ti = the number of music tapes provided per student in degree program

T

T' =

m
1

=

i, i = 1, 2, . . ., p

the total number of programmed learning and/or self-instruction tapes

to be stored

the total number of music tapes to be stored

the average number of microfilm reels per book

the average number of microfilm reels per journal volume

the average number of microfilm reels per newspaper volume
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M' = the total number of microfilm reels for books, journal volumes, and

newspaper volumes

M2 the total number of microfilm reels for books, journal volumes, news-

paper volumes, plus programmed learning and/or self-instruction tapes

and music tapes to be stored

m2 =
the average number of microcards per book

the average number of microcards per journal volume

M3 = the total number of microcards for books and journal volumes to be

S.
1

stored

the number of slides per student in degree program i, i = 1, 2, . .

the number of maps and/or art prints per student in degree program

i, i = 1, 2, . . p

m
iv the number of music records per student in degree program i, i = 1, 2,

, p

S" = the total number of slides to be stored

M' = the total number of maps and/or art prints to be stored

4

M' = the total number of music records to be stored
5

ul = the number of books per shelving unit

u2 = the number of bound journal volumes per shelving unit

u3 = the number of bound newspaper volumes per shelving unit

u4 = the number of microfilm reels and tapes per storage unit

u
5

= the number of microcards per storage unit

u
6

= the number of slides per storage unit

u7 = the number of maps and/or art prints per storage unit

u8 = the number of music records per storage unit

U
1

= the number of shelving units for books

U
2

= the number of shelving units for bound journal volumes

U
3

= the number of shelving units for bound newspaper volumes

U
4

= the number of microfilm and tape storage units
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U
5

=

U
6

=

U
7

=

U
8

=

the number of microcard storage units

the number of storage units for slides

the number of storage units for maps and/or art prints

the number of storage units for music records

C. Staff Work Facilities

N
w

= the number of library staff to be provided with work facilities
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The Models

A. User Facilities

Operation 4.1 - Total Number of Professional Faculty

d
F
T

= E f!
. 1
1=1

Operation 4.2 - Professional Faculty_LharKllIsers

FL = FT x rf

Operation 4.3 - Total Research Staff b De artment (Division)

Add: f + f.
-"Is 16

Operation 4'.4 - Total Institution Research Staff

d
N = E (f. + f. )

R i=1 i5 i6

Operation 4.5 Research Staff Library Users

RL = N x r
R R

Operation 4.6 - Total Administrative Personnel in Certain Grouts

N
G

= nl + n2 + n3 + n4 + n6 + n7

Operation 4.7 - Administrative Library Users

AL = NG x rG

Operation 4.8 - Total Student Enrollment

P 7
N
T
=ZZN

ij

i=1 j=1

Operation 4.9 - Student Library Users

N
L

= NT x rs

Note: If private study facilities such as closed carrels are provided for any

groups, for example faculty and research staff, these must be counted

as part of the simultaneous occupancy for which provision is to be

made.



Ncte: It is possible to distribute the simultaneous occupancy over the

various types of facility such as bibliography, carrels, conference,

historical collections, map and art prints, microviewing, music,

periodical, projection, reference, seminar, typing, and the like,

by multiplying the outputs F , R A , and N by appropriate matrices
L L' L

with elements which are the percentages of these outputs to be ac-

commodated in each facility.

B. Active Storage Facilities

I. Minimum 'Re uired Number of Books and Journals - Operation 4.10-4.25

Operations 4.10 - 4.18

p d

B =E { [b NHMD]x[lvv' v'' v"']Il+E F'' v. + N v

p=1 PPPPP PPP P i=1
i 1 a a

Operations 4.19 4.25

J = E
P
f[j NHMD]x[lVV' V'' V'"]T}+E F!' V. + N V

P=I
PPPPP PPPP i 1 a a

Note: These models follow the scheme set forth in Clapp, V. W. and Jordan,

R. T. [2] except that here the computation is made by degree pro-

gram, department (division), and administration rather than for the

entire institution at once.

II. Storage Units for Library Holdings - Operations 4.26 - 4.39

Operation 4.26 - Number of Books to be Shelved, to be Put on Microfilm and

Microcards

[B
1

B
2

B
3

] = B [p
1

p2 p
3

]

lx3 1x3

Operations 4.27 and 4.28 - Number of Journal Volumes to be Shelved; Put on
Microfilm and Microcards

[j1 j2 j3] k J [PI P2 P3]

lx3 1x3
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Operations 4.29 - 4.30 - Number of Newspaper Volumes to be Shelved and to be

Put on Microfilm

ptl = k' pt .mtt

L 1 2'

r

LY1 Y2 J

1x2 1x2

Operation 4.31 - Number of Programmed Learning_ and/or Self Instruction Tapes

and Music Tapes to be Deposited in the Library.

[T T'] = [Ni] x

1x2 lxp

T1
1

T T'
2 2

T'P p

px2

Operation 4.32 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 4.33

Form row vector [B2 J2 P']
2 2 2

1x3

Operation 4.33 - Required Microfilm Reels

[Mi] =

lx1

Is

B
2

J
2 2
P'] x

1
m' m"

1
17.

1

1x3 3x1

eration 4.34 - Total Number of Tapes and Microfilm Reels to be Stored

M' = M' + T + T'
2 1

Operation 4.35 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 4.36

Form row vector [B
3

J
3
]

lx2

Total Microcards to be StoredOperation 4.36 -

[MV] = [B J ]

1X1 3 3lx2
Operation 4.37 -

x [m2 '10,1
T

2
2x1

Number of Slides, Maps and/or Art Prints, and Music Records

[S'' M4
5

= [N.] x

1x3 lxp

to be Held in the Library

mIll
1

m'"
2

m"'
P

1

S
2

S
P

m1V
1

miv
2

miv

IM011.1%

px3
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Operation 4.38 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 4.39

Form row vector [B1 Jl Pi M2 MI S" Mit N]

Operation 4.39 - Storage Units Required
[T

Nuuutluuul- [B1 J1 pi N1/2 s" M MOxdiag 172 . . .

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8- L--

1x8 1x8 8x8

C. Staff Work Facilities

Operation 4.40

N
w
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Living and Dining Facilities

Student living facilities and dining facilities are considered together

because they are both non-academic facilities which are necessitated by the

presence of a student body rather than by the specific academic interests of

sub-groups within the student body. Consequently there are two problems re-

quiring solution: (1) given a student enrollment by degree program and academic

level, to determine the number of students according to sex, marital status,

and academic level (where relevant to an institution's housing policies) for

whom living facilities are to be provided, and (2) given a student enrollment

by degree program and academic level, a professional faculty, a reseach staff,

an administrative staff, an instruction and research connected secretarial staff,

and a service staff, to determine the number of persons for whom dining facilities

are to be provided.

Both of these sub-models require the use of specified decision parameters,

the numerical values of which reflect past experience and/or future expectations,

requirements, or preferences.

This section of the report describes, in words, the operations and decision

parameters required for the solution of the two problems. This is followed

by mathematical models of the operations and by a diagram showing the sequence

of the mathematical operations and the use of the decision parameters.
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Assumptions - Submodel 5; Student Living Facilities

For purposes of developing this model, the student body is grouped into the

following five categories:

1. single male undergraduate students

2. single female undergraduate students

3. single male graduate students

4. single female graduate students, and

5. married students

Note:The policies in force at any particular institution may vary considerably

from the situation assumed in the aLove listing of categories. These

various policies can be accommodated by either deleting categories (e.g.

by not differentiating between graduate and undergraduate students and

using only single male and single female categories) or by adding categories

(e.g. by subdividing the undergraduates by level or by academic or social

interests). The only requirements imposed are that the categories must be

mutually exclusive (i.e. no student can be counted twice) and that, once

established, they must be used consistently.



Operation 5.1 - Number of Students by Category

Input

The input to Operation 5.1 is the total number of students enrolled at

the institution (from Operation 4.8).

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the distribution, in

percentage terms, of the total number of students among the several categories

(i.e., the percentage of the students who are 1) single male undergraduate,

2) single female undergraduate, 3) single male graduate, 4) single female

graduate, and 5) married).

The Operation

The operation consists of multiplying the total number of students by the

percentage of these students expected to be in each category.

Output,

The outputs from Operation 5.1 are the numbers of students in each of the

five categories listed previously.

Operation 5.2 - Number of Non-Commuting Students by Category

Input

The inputs are the outputs from the previous operation, the number of

students in each of the categories.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentages of the

students in each category who are expected to be non-commuting students (i.e.

students who do not live at home).

The Operation

Operation 5.2 consists of multiplying the total number of students in

each category by the percentage of students in each category expected to be

non-commuters.
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Output

The outputs from this operation are the numbers of non-commuting students

in each of the categories. This output indicates the maximum number of students,

by category, who could require on-campus housing facilities.

Operation 5.3 - Number of Students to be Housed

Input

The inputs to Operation 5.3 are the outputs from Operation 5.2, the number

of non-commuting studerits in each of the five categories.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentages of the

number of non-commuting students, in each of the five categories, for whom it

is planned to provide living facilities.

Output

The outputs from Operation 5.3 are the number of students, in each of the

five categories, to be housed.
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Symbols for Submodel 5

N
T

= the total number of students enrolled at the institution (from

Operation 4.8)

rq = the percentage of NTin category q, q = 1, 2, . . 5

(see assumptions for definitions of these categories)

N' = the number of students in category q, q = 1, 2, . . 5

r' = the percentage of N' who are non-commuting students, q = 1, 2, . . 5

q q

N"= the number of non-commuting students in category q, q = 1, 2, . ., 5

Pq = the percentage of N'' for whom it is planned to provide living

facilities, q = 1, 2, . . 5

the number of students in category q to be housed, q = 1, 2, . .

the row vector with components n'

n' =

[N]=
lx5

-25
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Models for Submodel 5

eration 5.1 - Number of Students by Category

[N' ] = [N' N' . . . N'] = N
T

[r
1

r
2

. . . r
5

]

q 1 2 5

lx5 lx5

Operation 5.2 - Number of Non-Commuting Students by Category

[N"] = [N" N" . . Nu] = [N'] x diag [r' r' . . . r']
q 1 2 5 q 1 2 5

lx5 lx5 5x5

Operation 5.3 - Number of Students to be Housed by Category

[N] = [n' n'
2

n'
3

n'
4
n'] = [N"] x diag [p

1p2p3p4p5]

1x5 lx5 5x5
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Assumptions - Submodel 6;Dining Facilities

1. Students housed in certain living facilities may be required to take meals

in the institution's dining facilities.

2. Students not required to take meals in the dining facilities may take their

meals there.

3. Faculty, research staff, and other personnel may take meals in the dining

facilities.

4. Dining facilities must be adequate to accommodate the maximum number of

diners to be served at any one meal.



Operation 6.1 - Total Number of Students to be Housed

Input

The inputs to Operation 6.1 are the outputs from Operation 5.3, the

number of students to be housed, by category.

The Operation

Operation 6.1 consists of adding the number of students in each of the

inputs.

Output

The output from Operation 6.1 is the total number of students to be

housed.

Operation 6.2 - Total Number of Non-Resident Students

Input

The inputs to Operation 6.2 are the total number of students enrolled,

from Operation 4.8, and the output from Operation 6.1, the total number of

students to be housed.

The Operation

This operation consists of subtracting the total number of students to

be housed from the total number of students enrolled.

Output

The output from Operation 6.2 is the number of non-resident students at the

institution.

Operation 6.3 Total Number of Administrative Personnel

Input

The inputs to Operation 6.3 are the numbers in each of groups (1-8),

as previously listed, from Operation 3.3.

The Operation

This operation consists of adding the number of administrative personnel

in each of groups (1-8).
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Output

The output from Operation 6.3 is the total number of administrative

personnel in all eight groups.

Operation 6.4 - Total Number of Instructional and Research Connected Se.retaries

Input

The inputs to Operation 6.4 are the number of instruction connected

secretaries for professional faculty, by rank; and for graduate teaching

assistants and the number of research connected secretaries; by departments

(division) (from Operation 3.5).

The Operation

This operation consists of adding all the inputs,to Operation 6.4.

Output,

The output from Operation 6.4 is the total number of instruction and

research connected secretaries.

Operation 6.5 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 6.6

Input

The inputs to Operation 6.5 are eight in number as follow: the total

number of non-resident students, from Operation 6.2; the total number of resident

students from Operation 6.1; the total number of professional faculty at the

institution, from Operation 4.1; the total number of research staff at the

institution, from Operation 4.4; the total number of administrative personnel,

from Operation 6.3; the total number of instruction and research connected sec-

retaries, from Operation 6.4; the number of library staff to be provided with

work facilities, from Operation 4.40; and the total number of all types of service

employees, a new input.

The Operation

This operation is merely an arrangement of the inputs.
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Output

The output from Operation 6.5 is a vector arrangement of the inputs for

performance of the next operation.

Operation 6.6 - Maximum Number to be Provided with Dining Facilities

Input

The input to Operation 6.6 is the output from Operation 6.5, the arrang-

ing of the inputs to Operation 6.5 in a vector form suitable for use in this

operation.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentages of each of the

inputs to take meals in dining facilities at the meal with the maximum number of

diners.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying each of the inputs by the appropriate

decision parameter and summing the products so formed.

Output

The output from Operation 6.6 is the maximum number for whom dining facilities

are to be provided.
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Symbols for Sub-Model 6

NT
the total number of students enrolled at the institution (from

Operation 4.8)

n' = the number of students in category q, q= 1, 2, . . 5 , to be

housed (Operation 5.3)

N''' = the total number of students to be housed

NT = the total number of non-resident students enrolled at the institution

F
T

the total number of professional faculty at the instiution (from

Operation 4.1)

N
R

the total number of research staff at the institution (from Operation 4.4)

ng = the number of administrative personnel in each group g, g = 1, 2, . .

NG

n"

[Ns] =

lx2d

N' =

Nw

n'

[N'] =

1x8

p111

m

8 (from Operation 3.3)

the total number of administrative personnel in all eight groups

the number of instruction connected secretaries for professional faculty

by rank and for graduate teaching assistants and the number of research

connected secretaries, by departments (divisions) s = 1, 2, . . 2d

(from Operation 3.5)

the row vector with components n;', s = 1, 2, . . 2d (from Operation 3.5)

the total number of instruction and research connected secretaries

the number of library staff to be provided with work facilities (from

Operation 4.40)

the total number of all types of service employees (new input)

the row vector with components NT, N", F
T'

N
R' s

NG, N'
'

N
w,

, and rq
q

the percentage of the components of [N] in the order of these
1x8

components, to take meals in dining facilities at the meal with

maximum number of diners, m = 1, 2, . , 8

(1""]= the column vector with components p"', 8,. .,

8x1
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the maximum number for whom dining facilities are to be provided

Note: the must reflect the institution's decision requiring students

in certain living facilities to take their meals in the dining

facilities.



Models for Sub-Model 6

Operation 6.1 - Total Number of Students to be Housed
5

NI!! = E n'

q q=1 q

Operation 6.2 - Total Number of Non-Resident Students

F1
T

= N
T
- N'"

q

Operation 6.3 - Total Number of Administrative Personnel
8

NG = E n

g=1 g

Operation 6.4 - Total Number of Instructional and Research Connected Secretaries

2d

N' = E n"
s

s=1 s

Operations 6.5 and 6.6 - Maximum Number to be Provided with Dining Facilities

[N'] = rsii, N.'' FT NR NG N; Nw nO

1x8 1x8

[plint,]= [pill

8x1 8x1

[TID] = [W] x [P;11"]

lx1 1x8 8x1

plviiT
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Submodel 7 - Parking Facilities

Parking facilities are considered in two groups, (1) facilities on or

near campus and (2) facilities near living and dining facilities, to provide

for situations in which the living and dining facilities are at some distance from

the main campus. Consequently, two problems are presented for solution, (1)

given a student enrollment by degree program and academic level, a faculty and

research staff, an administrative staff, a secretarial and library staff,

and other employees and visitors, to determine the number of automobile and

other parking units required on or near campus and (2) given a student population

residing in the institution's living facilities, the administrative staff for

living and dining facilities, and other employees and visitors, to determine

the number of automobile and other parking units required near living and dining

facilities.

These problems are solved or using certain decision parameters applied to

appropriate numbers of persons as inputs to the operations involved.

This part of the report gives a word description of the operations and

the decision parameters used in the solution of the problems. This description

is followed by a mathematical model of the solutions and a diagram illustrating the

sequence of operations and decision parameters used to effect the solution.
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Assumptions

1. Parking facilities are needed on or near campus and also near living and

dining facilities.

2. All commuting students are to be provided with parking facilities on or

near campus for attending classes.

3. Institution policies exist concerning the possession of automobiles by

students, on ranks of faculty and titles of resear61 and administrative

staff to be provided with parking facilities, and on other personnel to be

provided with parking facilities.

4. Department (division) chairmen znd project directors in the research staff

are to be provided with parking facilities.

5. Administrative personnel in groups (1-3), 6, as listed in sub-model 3,

are to be provided with parking facilities.

6. A transportation study has been made to determine whether bus transportation

is needed to transport students to class and, if so, the number of buses

required.

7. Parking facilities are needed on or near campus and near near living

and dining facilities for motorcycles, motor scooters, and bicycles.

8. Parking facilities for visitors are needed on or near campus and near

living and dining facilities,

9. Public 'attending lectures and/or conferences can park in visitors'

facilities or in student and other parking facilities not in use.

10. Parking facilities for large scale events, such as athletic contests,

will be "ovided in planning the facilities for such events.

11. It may be desired to assign parking units for faculty by rank.

12. The department (division) chairman has the rank of professor, as in

Operation 3.1.
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A. Parking Facilities On Or Near Campus -Operations 7.1 - 7.12

Operation 7.1 - Number of Non-Commuting Students Allowed to Have Automobiles

Input

The input to Operation 7.1 is the output from Operation 5.6, the total

number of non-commuting students.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for this operation is the percentage of the

total number of non-commuting students who are allowed to have automobiles.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the input by the decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 7.1 is the total number of non-commuting students

who are allowed to have automobiles.

Operation 7.2 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 7.3

Input,

The inputs to Operation 7.2 are the outputs from Operation 7.1, the total

number of non-commuting students who are allowed to have automobiles, and the

total number of commuting students, as used in Operation 5.1.

The Operation

This operation merely arranges the inputs for the performance of the

next operation.

Output

The output from Operation 7.2 is the arrangement of the inputs for

Operation 7.3.

Operation 7.3 - Total Number of Student Parking Units On Or Near Campus

Input

The input to Operation 7.3 is the output from Operation 7.2.
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Decision Parameter
-

The decision parameter for this operation is the percentage of non-commuting

students allowed to have automobiles who are to be provided with parking facilities d

on or near campus.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the total number of non-commuting

students allowed to have automobiles by the decision parameter and adding to this

product th,total number of commuting students.

Output

The output from Operation 7.3 is the total number of student parking units

on or near campus.

Operation 7.4 - Formation of Matrices for Operation 7.5

Input

The inputs to Operation 7.4 are the number of department (division)

chairmen; the number of project directors in the research staff assigned to

each department (division); the number of professors, excluding the chairman,

in each department (division); the number of associate professors, the

number of assistant professors, the number of instructors, in each department

(division); and the number of research staff, excluding project directors, assigned

to each department (division).

The Operation

This operation arranges the inputs in a form suitable for the next operation.

Output

The output from Operation 7.4 is the arrangement of the inputs for performing

Operation 7.5.

Operation 7.5 - Total Number of Professional Faculty and Research Staff Parking

Units On Or Near Campus

Input

The inputs to Operation 7.5 are the inputs to Operation 7.4 as arranged by

Operation 7.4.
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Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentages of the

inputs to be provided with parking facilities, the department (division)

chairmen and research staff project directors each being allotted parking

facilities.

The Operation

Operation 7.5 consists of summing a.) the number of department (division)

chairmen, b.) the number of research staff project directors and c.) the products

obtained by multiplying the number of professors (excluding department chairmen),

the number of associate professors, the number of assistant professors, the

number of instructors, and the "umber of research staff (excluding project

directors) by the appropriate decision parameter.

Output

The outputs from Operation 7.3 are the number of parking units, on or

near campus, for department (division) chairmen, research staff project directors,

professors, associate professors, assistant professors, instructors and research

staff other than project directors.

Operation 7.6 Formation of Row Vector for Operation 7.7

Input

The inputs to Operation 7.6 are the number of administrative personnel in

groups (1-5), as in Operation 3.3.

The Operation

This operation arranges the inputs for the performance of the next operation.

Output

The output from Operation 7.6 is an arrangement of the inputs for use in

Operation 7.7

Operation 7.7 Total Number of Administration Personnel Parking Units On Or

Near Campus

Input

The input to Operation 7.7 is the output from Operation 7.6, the number
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of administrative personnel in groups (1-5) as there arranged.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentages of the number

in each of the administrative groups (1-5) to be provided with parking facilities

on or near campus, with the parameter for those in groups (1-3) being 1.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying the number of persons in each group

(1-5) by the appropriate decision parameter and adding the products so formed.

Output

The output from Operation 7.7 is the number of administrative personnel

parking units on or near campus.

Operation 7.8 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 7.9

Input

The inputs to Operation 7.8 are the outputs from Operations 6.4, and 4.40,

i.e., the number of instruction and research connected secretaries and the number

of the library staff provided with work facilities; and the total number of all

types of service employees, as in Operation 6.5.

The Operation

This operation arranges the inputs suitably for the next operation.

Output

The output from Operation 7.8 is an arrangement of the inputs for use in

Operation 7.9.

Operation 7.9 - Total Number of Instruction and Research Connected Secretaries',

Library Staff, Workers' and Service Employees' Parking_ Units

On or Near Campus

Input

The input to Operation 7.9 is the output from Operation 7.8, the arrangement

of the inputs to Operation 7.8.
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Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentages of the

inputs to be provided with parking facilities on or near campus.

The Operation

This operation consists of multiplying each of the inputs by the proper

decision parameter.

Output

The outputs from Operation 7.9 are the number of instruction and research

connected secretaries' parking units; the number of library staff, provided

with work facilities, parking units; the number of service employees' parking

units; all on or near campus.

Operation 7.10 - Total Number of Automobile Parking Units On Or Near Campus

Input

The inputs to Operation 7.10 are the outputs from Operation 7.3, 7.5, 7.7,

7.9, and the number of visitors' parking units on or near campus.

The Operation

Operation 7.10 consists of adding the several inputs to the operation.

Output

The output from Operation 7.10 is the total number of automobile parking

units on or near campus.

Operation 7.11 - Number of Parking Units On Or Near Campus for Students' Motor-
cycles, Motor Scooters, and Bicycles

Pm

Operation 7.12 - Number of Bus Parking Units On Or Near Campus

PB
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B. Parking Facilities Near Living and Dining Facilities - Operations 7.13 - 7.20

Operation 7.13 - Total Number of Resident Students Allowed to Have Automobiles

Input

The inputs to Operation 7.13 are the output from Operation 6.1, the total

number of students to reside in living fac ilities, and a new input, the total

number of students to reside in living facilities but notpermitted to have

automobiles.

The Operation

Operation 7.13 consists of subtracting the number of students residing in

living facilities but not permitted to have automobiles from the total number of

students residing in living facilities.

Output

The output from Operation 7.13 is the total number of students to reside in

living facilities and permitted to have automobiles.

Operation '7.14 - Number of Resident Students' Parking Units Near Living and

Dining Facilities

Input

The input to Operation 7.14 is the output from Operation 7.13, the total

number of students to reside in living facilities and permitted to have

automobiles.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for this operation is the percentage of the number

of students to reside in living facilities and permitted to have automobiles who

are to be provided with parking facilities near living and dining facilities.

Output.

The output from Operation 7.14 is the total number of, student parking units

near living and dining facilities.
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Operation 7.15 - Formation of Row Vector for Operation 7.16

Input

The inputs to Operation 7.15 are the numbers of administrative personnel

in groups (6-8), from Operation 3.3.

The Operation

This operation merely arranges the inputs suitably for the next operation.

Output

The outputs from Operation 7.15 are the inputs to this operation, arranged

for Operation 7.16.

Operation 7.16 - Number of Administrative Parking Units Near Living and Dining

Facilities

Input

The input to Operation 7.16 is the output from Operation 7.15.

Decision Parameters

The decision parameters for this operation are the percentagesof each of the

inputs to be provided with parking facilities near living and dining facilities, the

persons in group 6 each being allotted parking facilities.

The Operation

Operation 7.16 adds to the number of persons in group 6 the products of each of

the other two inputs multiplied by the appropriate decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 7.16 is the total number of administrative parking

units near living and dining facilities.

Operation 7.17 - Number of Service Employees' Parking Units Nearliliallnd

Dining Facilities

Input

The input to Operation 7.17 is the total number of all types of service

employees, as in Operation 6.5.

Decision Parameter

The decision parameter for this operation is the percentage of the total number

of all types of service employees to be provided with parking facilities near
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living and dining facilities.

The Operation

Operation 7.17 consists of multiplying the input, the total number of

all types of service employees, by the decision parameter.

Output

The output from Operation 7.17 is the total number of service employees'

parking units near living and dining facilities.

Operation 7.18 - Total Number of Automobile Parking Units Near Living and

Dining Facilities

Input

The inputs to Operation 7.18 are the outputs from Operations 7.14, 7.16,

7.17, i.e., the total number of student parking units, the total number of

administrative parking units, and the total number of service employees' parking

units, together with a new input, the total number of visitors' parking units,

all near living and dining facilities.

The Operation

Ti

t

This operation consists of adding the inputs.

Output

The output from Operation 7.18 is the total number of automobile parking

units near living and dining facilities.

Operation 7.19 - Motorcycle, Motor Scooter and Bicycle Parking Units Near

Living and Dining Facilities

P
ft, 1

Operation 7.20 - Number of Bus Parking Units Near Living and Dining Facilities
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Symbols

A. Parking Facilities On Or Near Campus

NT = the total number of non-commuting students (from Operation 5.1) =
5
E N4'

a
q=1

=n'
c

the total number of commuting students (as in Operation 5.1) = NT - Ni

r' = the percentage of N., allowed to have automobiles

N
A

= the number of non-commuting students allowed to have automobiles

r2 = the percentage of NA to be provided with parking facilities on or

near campus

P
S

= the total number of student parking units on or near campus

f = the number of persons in the research staff, excluding project

i6

directors, assigned to department (division) i, i = 1, 2, .

(as in Operation 4.3)

0 y d

[F"']= the row vector formed from [F], in Operation 3.1, and f as specified

lx7a
i6

in the following model

r3 = the percentage of the number of professors to be provided with parking

facilities

r4 = the percentage of the number of associate professors to be provided

with parking facilities

r' = the percentage of the number of assistant professors to be provided

5

with parking facilities

r6 = the percentage of the number of instructors to be provided with parking

facilities

r' = the percentage of the number of research staff, excluding project directors,

to be provided with parking facilities

[R1]= the matrix with elements 1, 1-'3, r'4, . . . , r .17) as shown below

7dx7

P
f

= for f = 1, 2, . . ., 7, the total number of parking units for department

(division) chairmen, research project directors, professors, associate

professors, assistant professors, instructors, and other research staff in

this order. 129



[PF] the row vector with components Pf, f = 1,2, .

1x7

, 7

n' = the total number of administrative personnel in group g, g = 1, 2, . . 5,

(from Operation 3.3)

r6'' = the percentage of n4, the administrative personnel requiring only office

facilities, to be provided with parking facilities on or near campus

r.'7" = the percentage of n5, the secretaries to administrative personnel in

groups (1-4) plus secretaries in the secretarial pool, to be provided with

parking facilities on or near campus

[111] = the row vector with components nl, n2, . . n
5

1x5

[R ] = the column vector with components 1, 1, 1, r'"
1

r'"

2

6 7

5x1

[P
A

] = the total number of administrative personnel parking units

lx1
on or near campus

N'

r"
1

= the total number of instruction and research connected secretaries

(from Operation 6.4)

the percentage of N; to be provided with parking facilities on or near campus

P
s

= the total number of instruction and research connected secretaries' parking

units on or near campus

N
w

= the number of library staff to be provided with work facilities (from

rrr
2

Operation 4.40)

= the percentage of N
w
to be provided with parking facilities on or near

campus

PL = the total number of library staff, provided with work facilities,

parking units on or near campus

n' = the total number of all types of service employees (as in Operation 6.5)

r'
3
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P
e

=

P
v

=

P
T

=

P =

P
B

the total number of service employees' parking units on or near campus

the total number of visitors' parking units on or near campus

the total number of automobile parking units on or near campus

the number of parking units on or near campus for students' motorcycles,

motor scooters, and bicycles.

the number of bus parking units on or near campus

B. Parking Facilities Near Living zr:d Dining Facilities

N"f= the total number of students to reside in living facilities
q

(from Operation 6.1)

n
w

= the total number of students to reside in living facilities but not

permitted to have automobiles (new input)

miv
the total number of students to reside in living facilities and permitted"q =

to have automobiles

r
p

the percentage of N'" to be provided with parking facilities near
q

living and dining facilities

P' = the total number of student parking units near living and dining facilities

n'' = the number of administrative personnel in each group g, g = 6, 7, 8

(Operation 3.3)

[N"]= the row vector with components n6, n7, n
8

1x3

r It
= - the percentage of n7 to be provided with parking facilities near living

4

and dining facilities

r5 " = the per::cntage of n
8
to be provided with parking facilities near

living and dining facilities

[R
3
]= the column veLLor with components 1, r"

5

3x1

the total number of administrative parking units near living and dining

facilities

the total number of all types of service employees (as in Operation 6.5)
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" = the percentage of n' to be furnished with parking facilities near

6

living and dining facilities

P' = the total number of service employees' parking units near living and

e

dining facilities

P' = the total number of visitors' parking units near living and dining

facilities (new input)

P' = the total number of automobile parking units near living and dining

T

facilities

P' = the number of parking units near living and dining facilities for

students' motorcycles, motor scooters, and bicycles

P' = the number of bus parking units near living and dining facilities
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The Models

A. Parking Facilities On Or Near Campus

Operation 7.1 - Number of Non-Commuting Students Allowed to Have Automobiles

N
A

= NT x ri

Operations 7.2 and 7.3 Total Number of Student Parking Units On Or Near Campus

[Ps] = [NA x [11 1]
T

lx1 1x2 2x1

Operations 7.4 and 7.5 - Total Number of Professional Faculty and Research Staff
Parking Units On Or Near Campus

[F"'] = [ 1 1 . . .1 f15
f25 fds (f11 -1) (f21 -1) (fdi -1)

lx7d lx7d

f
12

f
22

. . . fd2 . . . fd4 . . . f
16

f
26

. . . fd6]
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[R1]=

7dx7

I

I .

1 1
?

1 0 0 . 0

1 0 0 . 0

0 0

I 0 1 0i
I

i 0 1 0

I/ .
1

1
:i.
I

3 0 1 0

I

i 0 0 r
3

I 0 0 r '
3

0

0

0

.

0

0

1

0 0 0 . r'
0 0 0 . r'

7
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[P
F
] = [P

1
P
2

. .

1x7

. P
7
] = [F'"] x [R

1
]

1x7 lx7d 7dx7

Operations 7.6 and 7.7 - Total Number of Administrative Personnel Parking Units
On Or Near Campus

[W] = [n
1
n2 n3 n4 n5]

lx5

[R2] = [1 1 1 q" r.r]
T

5x1 5x1

[P
A

] = [N] x [R
2
]

lx1 1x5 5x1

Operations 7.8 and 7.9 - Total Number of Instruction
Secretaries', Library Staff
Employees' Parking Units On

[P P P ] = [N' N x diag [r" r" r"]
s L e s w s 1 2 3

1x3 1x3 3x3

and Research Connected
Workers', and Service
Or Near Campus

Operation 7.10 - Total Number of Automobile Parking Units On Or Near Campus

p= p + +P +P +P +P+P +P)+P + (P+P+P:)+ P
T S 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A s L e v

Operatior 7.11 - Motorcycle, Motor Scooter and Bicycle Parking Units On Or

Near Campus

P
m

Operation 7.12 - Bus Parking Units On Or Near Campus

PB
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B. Parking Facilities Near Living and Dining Facilities

Operation 7.13 - Number of Resident Students Allowed to have Automobiles

N
iv = N"'- n
q

q w

Operation 7.14 - Number of Resident Students' Parking Units Near Living and

Dining Facilities

P' = N
iv

x r

Operation 7.15 and 7.16 - Number of Administrative Parking Units Near Living and

Dining Facilities

[N"]= [n
6

n
7

n
8
]

1x3 1x3

[R ] = [1 r''
]T

3 4 5

3x1 3x1

EPA] = [IV] x [R3]

-1x1 1x3 3x1

Operation 7.17 - Number of Service Employees; Parking Units Near Living and

Dining Facilities

P' = n' x r"
e s 6

Operation 7.18 - Total Number of Automobile Parking Units Near Living and Dining

Facilities

PT
= PI + Pf PI Pf

'S A e v

Operation 7.19 - Motorcycle, Motor Scooter and Bicycle Parking Units Near

Living and Dining Facilities

P'
M

Operation 7.20 - Bus Parking Units Near Living and Dining Facilities

P'
B
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Conclusion

This report demonstrates one way in which the fundamental variables

affecting requirements for certain types of physical facilities can be

linked mathematically to form models of the facilities needs of institutions

of higher learning. Application of the techniques of submodel 1 to historical

data associated with a variety of Rensselaer's academic departments has

indicated that this particular submodel is capable of satisfactorily re-

producing past situations. This is the only one of the submodels which

has been tested with any degree of thoroughness. Inasmuch as the other

submodels are relatively less complex, their applicibility is determined

much more by data availability than by the validity of the structural

aspects of the models.

In the process of constructing these models, a good deal was learned

about the nature of the constraints on the model-building process. First,

it soon became evident that there are serious limitations as to the types

of facilities which can profitably be included in such a model. In par-

ticular, the types of space which are only indirectly related to the demands

generated by the major input to the system, i.e., the student, are extremely

difficult to model in any meaningful way. Reference is made specifically to

administrative space, and to a lesser extent, to research space.

The model-building process also made obvious the extreme importance of

the decision parameters. The models which have been developed highlight the

fact that it is the controllable factors regarding how things ale done which are

of maximum consequence. The input data requirements are relatively small in

comparison to the types and amounts of information required by the decision

parameters. In fact, recognition of the role of the decision element ii the

modeling process may well be the most important contribution of this study.
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In general, the construction of the submodels has been found to be a com-

paratively trivial problem; it is the general absence of the information

required to form the bases for quantifying the decision parameters which

is the major problem to be faced when developing an institutional model.

It should be noted that models such as those presented in this report

find their greatest usefulness because of the problems associated with

quantification of the decision parameters In view of these difficulties,

the ability to investigate the results of using a variety of values for certain

of the parameters becomes necessary. The adaptability of such models to sim-

ulation techniques is probably their single greatest advantage.

The technique for translating the outputs of the submodels to square

feet which is explained in the appendix is a logical extension of the basic

report. The technique represents a novel appi.oach to this particular problem

and carries out the philosophy that the user and his requirements determine

space needs, the philosophy which has been maintained throughout this report.

It is recognized that nothing contained herein is a final answer to the

problems associated with modeling educational facilities needs. In fact,

further development of these models is presently in progress. If this work

serves as a valid point of departure for further development of such models;

this project will have been an extremely useful exercise.
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INTRODUCTION

the .purpose of this appendix

The foregoing presents a model. which can be used to project university facility needs.

By adding information about his own situation and by writing many of his own "rules",

the individual user can translate this situation into space needs. Through repeated

iterations, he can simulate the effect..of changing_ conditions on his requirements for
. -

spate.

The common denominator of campus space is square footage: the ultimate objective of

the model is to translate people and curricula into square foot requirements; using cur-

rent cost formulas, the user will then be able to make Kla move from area to cost.

Tha outline model presented ip the main body of this report manipulates students, pro-

grams, instructional approaches, departmental profiles, and other factors into the sta-

tions required for various activities -- the number and type ofinstructional stations,
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faculty office stations, housing stations, and so forth. What is required next is to trans-

late these "units of space demand" into space itself.

This translation is not an easy one. There are many existing approaches, and most of

them suffer from flaws of one kind or another. The purpose of this appendix is to de-

velop and illustrate a rational technique for making this translation from "stations" to

"square feet" .

the contribution

It is important to clearly state the thrust of this appendix. It will be shown that exist-

ing approaches to "planning factors" are subject to question., Based on our mistakes to

date, an improved approach to making the translation will be investigated. One sub-

model proposed in the text of the report will then be carefully examined as a case

study.

It is at this point that the appendix must stop. Limited resources suggest that the great-

est contribution lies in a pilot effort of some depth, rather than an all-inclusive approach

which simply averages some of the currently-used planning standards. It is hoped that

enough material -- both theory and application -- is presented to lay the groundwork

for an effort which would appropriately derive all the necessary planning approaches

and space factors.

using the model: two "modes"

Before any attempt is made to begin the translation from "stations" to "square feet",
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it is important to briefly analyze how a university may use the proposed model. While

it is possible to apply many labels, it is suggested that the model may be used in two

general "modes":

o THE LONG-RANGE BUDGETING MODE, where it is desirable to

translate the given inputs into very large "pools" of space. In" long-

range planning, we may be interested in determining the overall size

of a campus or of its academic/administrative entities (schools/ col-

leges, offices, departments, etc.). We may wish to further divide

this ipace by broad functional categories: instructional, office, re-:

search, etc. We are not interested, however, in buildings unless

they conform directly to academic/administrative or functional

categories (i.e., a "chemistry building" or a "research building"),

and we are certainly not interested in individual rooms at this point.

o THE SHORT -RANGE PLANNING MODE, where it is necessary to

take, a closer look at space and to allocate it to the institution's

academic/administrative entities and to the specific people or ac-

tivities within those entities.

Of course, there is no firm point at which a user crosses from one mode to the other;

sometimes he may be operating within both at once. There are, however, differences

which will become significant. The user will demand more accurate and more refined

data in the short-range mode; correspondingly he will be able to answer the detailed

questions required to get this information. In short, the model's appearance to the user
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will change as he moves from long- to short-range planning.

making the translation: two issues

No matter which mode the user may be in at any moment, his use of the model to trans-

late "stations" into "square feet" will involve two heavily interrelated issues:

o A DECISION PATH; or a series of questions which he must answer.

As the questions are asked and answered, the model will be able

to zero in on an appropriate,

o AREA STATEMENT which will actually complete the translation.

Again this dichotomy is more than academic. It will be shown that there are no single

"factors" translating activities and philosophies into statements about area required.

An area statement becomes valid only after the user has traversed a maze which ex-

plicitly leads to that factor. As will be seen, the maze may be simple and straight-

line, or it may be complex and loaded with turns and switchbacks. In any case, area

statements are suggested only after user and system commonly decide what is needed to

do the job.

These issues cannot be easily separated. The determination of the area statements will

depend on the process used to create them in the first place, and conversely, the ques-

tions asked each university must be relevant in terms of the factors to be applied: why

ask a question if the answer makes no difference in terms of square footage?
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the decision path.,

The decision path (or questions to be answered by the individual user) depends entirely

on the general space type under consideration. A decision path for one of the pro-

posed submodels will be developed later in this appendix. As suggested above, the

decision path can be developed only with an acute awareness of,

o what decisions are relevant in terms of influencing space needs, and,

o in what order decisions should be made.

the area statement

While the development of the decision path depends on an awareness of human activi-

ties and educational and administrative policy in manipulating these activities, the

derivation of a translating statement assumes that (1) these activities and policies do

influence space needs, and that G) this "influence" can be measured in terms of

square feet.

These determinations are not easy. First, there is not even an accepted methodology

for making them. Looking at the model already presented, for example, one can see

that in making the initial calculations for the number of office or instructional sta-

flans required, traditional "rules" can be followed; master schedules can be examined,

departmental profiles can be created, and so forth. There is little there which is not

within the realm of accepted practice; the challenge is in doing the job simply and

effectively. Questions revolve around ease of use, simplicity of input, and develop-

ment of simulation techniques. In no case is the actual methodology a problem.
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Such is not the case when making the translation from the number of stations involved

to the area required by these stations.

One approach is, of course, to create a simple "factor" which is used as a multiplier:

"a lecture hall should be planned on the basis of 13.6 (or whatever) square feet per

stceion" . The temptation in working with a model such as the one presented here is

to simply "apply" this factor (often called a planning standard) . There are many of

these planning standards in force, and recent experience has often dramatized their

inadequacies. An analysis of many educational buildings will quickly reveal that

what is really happening rarely coincides with what was planned to happen. Lecture

halls carefully programmed for 120 students wind up with 98 seats; 2 laboratories, both

programmed for 20 stations and both of the same area, house 17 and 24 stations res-

pectively; faculty offices of the "appropriate" size turn out to be too small; there are

dozens of oth.4.-ir misfits in most of our university buildings.

Why? Why do planning standards often produce these misfits? There are a number of

reasons, all of which should be carefully examined in order to put the translation pro-

cess into perspective:

1. What actually happens in spaces may not be reflected in their

labels.

2. What actually happens in spaces may no' #)e reflected in their

planning standards. Too often the standards are developed on

someone's ideal rather than on a careful analysis of human ac-
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tivity in space.

3. Area requirements do not assure efficiency of layout. Identical

floor areas may not be equally usable due to differences in cir-

uulation or because of variations of furniture and equipment lay-

out, location of doors and windows, protrusions into the room, etc.

4. While planning standards are carefully derived for the parts of the

building, there may be no real relation to the whole. Too often

space conserved within rooms is used up in corridor area getting

to the rooms. Our preoccupation with "net" areas often ignores

the fact that the "net-to-gross" conversion ends up wasting space.

5. Area requirements are not strictly products of the two-dimensional

space required for human activity. The quality of the environment,

physical and visual access to other spaces and to the outdoors, height,

and several other factors all color our reaction to the amount of space

needed.

6. Planning standards often reflect influences which are not strictly

functional in nature. Offices, for instance, are often sized by

the position or rank of the occupant rather than his actual area needs.

7. Existing planning standards may not take new educational philoso-

phies and human activity patterns into account. Hence many plan-



ning standards are mistakenly applied in building programming.

If these flaws in current planning standards are so obvious, one can reasonably ask why

they haven't been improved.

First, only recently has the architectural profession become interested in the study of

human activities and human environmental needs. Consequently there are no "accepted

practices" or methodologies in this field.

Secondly, the measurement of human needs and their implications for physical environ-

ment assumes a link between activity and environment. While we all suspect that this

link exists ("We shape our buildings, and thereafter they shape us"), it has not been

proven in any measurable terms. This "proof' necessarily requires co-operation among"

architects, psychologists, sociologists, and others concerned with human behavior and

activity. These multi-lateral ventures have only just begun.

Because there is no real measurement methodology and because there are so many fac-

tors involved in developing space planning criteria, past approaches fall squarely in

the survey-and-consensus category. Existing space use is surveyed in statistical terms,

and the statistics are then massaged into planning standards. There is (or can easily be)

no real analysis of human activity in space and human reaction to space. After we have

built many buildings with our planning standards; we usually compound our original er-

rors by including the new spaces in ow new survey-and-consensus. In this way untested

assumptions become standards through repeated use, and new surveys merely confirm

their acceptance.
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A CASE STUDY: QFFICES

the need to limit the study

The foregoing report presents the outline of a facilities projection system in five major

areas: instructional space, office space, research space, library space, and housing

and dining space.

A full translation of each of these "submodels" into square footage planning factors is

impossible. As hasibeen suggested, there is little accepted methodology for determin-

ing space factors, and methodology has to be derived-as-you-go. With a few short

weeks and a limited budget, it was felt that a deep penetration into one area, rather

than a shallow assault on all areas, would best serve the ends of the study.

One submodel -- office facilities has been selected for further study. It is hoped

that this exploration in depth will not only provide some valid answers, but that it will

also point out weaknesses in traditional approaches to space planning factors. Perhaps

it can serve as a prOtotype or the kind of studies which would have to be launched for

the other submodels.

why offices?

The selection of the office submodel for this case study was not made spuriously. There

were several contributing factors;

1. Compared to many university facilities, the office is relatively "uncomplex"

(note the use of this word in the place of "simple") . This is important where
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time is short and resources limited.

2. Its very "uncomplexity" has allowed many interested in facilities planning

to consider it trivial . Hence the college office is relatively unstudied.

This allows room for fresh thinking .

3. The office is well within the realm of the investigators' experience. This

precludes the need for long and detailed familiarization.

4. Traditional spate planning standards for offices do not adequately reflect

the patterns of human activity within them. Most square footages are de-

rived from survey-and-consensus approaches; these simply perpetuate the

existing rank-sized office scheme *.

5. The office submodel in the system proposed in this report is relatively well -

developed. It is in a form which easily allows the addition of the "deci-

sion-path" in order to make the translation to facilities.

Each of these points is significant. The unique combination of these facrors noted here

was not available when the other four submodels were examined for in-depth study.

Either they were too complicated, too fraught with subtleties and nuances for what

must amount to brief study, too well studied (with invalid approaches and misleading

results), or the &lodel was simply not yet in a form which allows smooth translation into

space factors. The office seems to, above all, pose the prospect of a fresh new look

without undue reliance on traditional survey-and-consensus attempts.

*This is not to suggest the rank- sizing of offices is invalid; indeed an individual college
may wish to do it this way. If it does not, however, the appropriate planning factors do not
exist.
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approaching the case study

The case study will be limited 'to "offices" -- that is, the "office" needs of professional

faculty, adjunct faculty, research staff*, administrative and clerical personnel . There

are times when some of these occupants will be singled out for emphasis, but the activity

andiysis, the decision paths, and resulting space factors will be designed o accommodate

them all .

what is an office?

When asked this question; Most people conjure up images of walls and desks and chairs

and files --- the ph,,sical artifacts which do indeed comprise an office. More important

than any of these things; however, are the activities which are undertaken there. Of-

fices are places -- not places for desks and shelves, but places for working, reading,

meeting with people, research, accounting, and the hundreds of other activities which

when summed are the university.

What an office "is", then, is a product of the activities it houses. For this reason, any

effort to convert stations and people to square feet must necessarily be built around

their activities. It is with these activities that we shall begin the presentation of the

case study.

the range of activities

The range of activities that members of the faculty, staff, and administration undertake

in offices and office-related spaces is indeed a very broad one. For purposes of illus-

*Research laboratories are considered separately (in submodel 2) and thus are not part
of this appendix.
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tration, an imaginary professor has been created, and d diary of his activities is pre-

sented as Figure Al . From the diary, several points can be noted,

. Professor X does indeed undertake a wide variety of activities.

2. All of these activities require physical accommodation of some sort.

3. Many of these activities take place in offices, but many others take place

in office-related spaces.

4. Any model attempting to project space needs will have to accommodate

both office and office-related activities.

This last point is particularly pertinent. the office subirodel will inevitably der! with

activities which are office-related as well as strictly office-housed. Some activities

may be in either category; a small-group conference activity, for instance, may take

place within an office or within a conference room. The ultimate square footage re-

quired will indeed depend on where it takes place, the kinds of privacy needed, the

ability to share space with others engaging in similar functions, and a number of other

factors. The model should recognize these influences.

listing activities

Using this activity-oriented approach to generating space needs, the first step is to Ii

the kinds of activities which may be undertaken in office and office-related spaces.

No matter who the occupant is, these may include,
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1.1ARY OF PROFESSOR X

(activity)

Park can; wall to area

ieciLetany p4e4ende
Shed coat and outeA, wrap
Pick up a cap osi coiiee
Meet 6oun cotteagueo in a

can nittee 4e44i011
Fini4h meeting; diAmt441 ZSAUell

with a c.ateague
Pick up mottling mail.
Victate nesponse4 to mail
Give dictation and inatAuctiona

to 4seciLetany
kuembte ke4ounce4 and note4 ion

eta44 pte4entation
Pupa/Le dAauting ion handout
Oupticate mateiciat4 604 handout
Meet dam
VAACU&A with Atudenti Weft C1444
Meet AlMailaIL group in office

Aria0111. telephone
Counoet an .individual. Atudent

Eat Lunch
latenviesu a pno4spective 6o.culty

membeiL
Supavue a ARACCULCit owe/Lima
Undvaake a bibtiognaphy 4SCOACit

ti4 pant of poject
1:44euu *taws of pkoject with

atui4tanto
Grade papers and tabulate

Attend a depantmentat faculty
meeting

Retax and /Lead

Leave 6on the dayl

(ptace)

pan king tot,
COAAidOILA

etc/Lica o615ice
wandnobe
workroom

conivLence /Loom

hatimay
cteA.ical
°Wee (desk)

etc/Lica o66Ace
°Wee (deak.,

Wes, Ahelve4)
o66 ice (table)
wonknoan
clawoom
hallway
of ice (Au t.*

area)
o66ice (desk)
o (4eating

a/Leal
on ce (deisk)
o6 6ice (4eatin9

areal
tabonatolui

(desk,
Ahetve4)

oitiice Pleating
area, btackboaltd)

oiiice (desk,
catcutaton)

conmence now
o6iice (eat-Zng

area; desk)

(accannodation modal

po44ibte liutuhe Aubmodet;
net-to"-glum4 conven4ion
otice Aubmodel

4uanodet
o66ice. Aubnodet

Aubmoclei.

too iitiolonat to inc.tude
o gee. Aubnodet
oitice 4submodet

o itice ubmodet

oitice kaamodet
o ice Aubmodet
o Wee oubmodeL
inat/uLctionat Aufmodet
too inionmat to inetude

oiice Aubmodet
Aubmodet

o66i.ce Autenodel
once Aubmodet.

°Wee Aubmodet
ne4eanch Aubmodet

office Aubmodet

office Aubmodet

oiiice Aubmodet

office Auomodet

office Aubmodet

Figuke Al s A "DIARY" OF A FACULTY MEMBER'S ACTIVITIES
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(individual)

thinking
reading
writing
telephoning
dictating
grading
problem-solving
calculating
typing
drawing
drafting
collating, binding
filing
retrieving materials
eating
relaxing
storage of wraps

(group)

reception
counseling
interviewing
seminar
committee meeting
personal dictation
display
storage of wraps

These lists are certainly not all-inclusive; nor do they need to be. Nor furthermore,

do all officeholders undertake each of these activities; the listing for a Dean would

certainly differ from that of the Purchasing Agent and that of a research secretary.

The important thing is to realize that space requirements come from a certain know-

ledge of what will be undertaken in that space, and that "office" is far from a unilat-

eral term with one single set of facility implications.

grouping activities by their space implications

As interesting as activity lists may be, they cannot be directly translated into square

footages. A telephone takes up space, for instance, but it usually sits on a larger en-

tity called a desk, which also takes up space. Because they take up the same space,

it is not accurate to simply associate a square footage with every activity and then

look at an office as a summation of those figures.
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This suggests a grouping of activities into "zones" . These zones, if properly created,

will not only take up space, but will take up a definable amount of space. The activity

"zone', then, is a most useful concept -- a concept which allows the translation from

office activities to required office space.

:

Creating these zones is not an easy task, and certainly further analysis of office acti-

vities will be needed to develop a truly useful list. A first attempt might include the

following zones,

ZONE A: DESK, including thinking, reading, writing, telephoning,
machine dictation, grading, desk problem-solving, calculat-
ing, typing, drawing, filing (below desk files), eating, relax-

.

ing, and other desk-oriented activities. 1 .

ZONE B: ADJUNCT WORK TABLE, including writing, reading, grading,
problem-solving, calculating, typing, collating, binding; and
other activities performed at an adjunct work surface.

ZONE C:

ZONE D:

ZONE E:

ZONE F:

ZONE G:

ZONE H:

SHELF STORAGE, including storage and retrieval of materials
from shelving

FILE STORAGE, including storage and retrieval of materials
from various types of filing devices.

WARDROBE, including storage and retrieval of coats, wraps,
etc.

INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCE, including reception, counseling,
interviewing, personal dictation, discussion, and other one-to-
one conference activities.

SMALL-GROUP CONFERENCE (2-4 people), including recep-
tion, discussion, and other small-group conference activities.

MEDIUM-GROUP CONFERENCES (4-10 people), including
discussion, display, and other medium-group conference ac-
tivities.

ZONE I: LARGE-GROUP CONFERENCE (10 or more people), including
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discussion, display, and other large-group conference
activities.

In addition to these nine bask types of activity zones, it is possible to list three addi-

tional "special" activity zones,

ZONE J: SPECIAL WORK, including work areas for office activities
not included in Zones A and B. This would include draft-
ing activities, computer terminals, blackboards and as-
sociated access activities, duplicating and copying, and

others. Special laboratory stations would have to be de-
termined in conjunction with the Research Submodel .

ZONE K: SPECIAL STORAGE, including storage activities not speci-
fically referenced in Zones C through E. This would/in-
clude storage of special materials, office supplies, etc.

ZONE L: SPECIAL GROUP, including accommodations for group
activities not included in Zones F through I. This would
include staff lounges, special reception areas, and any
other meeting areas which are office-related but not in-
cluded in the instructional or research submodels.

sizing these zones

In order to size these zones, it is quite clear that each will have to be individually

examined. It is also clear that the approaches to sizing will have to differ between

the first nine "basic" activity zones and the last three "special" activity zones. Figure

A2 will serve to clarify just what each of these zones is, and how each might translate

into square feet.

For each of the twelve proposed activity zones, a number of "example alternatives"

have been provided. There is no clue to their accuracy, and certainly these figures

cannot be taken for granted. The following methodology is proposed for determining
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ZONE A: DESK

activitieas thinking, reading,
ing, telephoning, machine dictation,
oading, pubtem-aotving, catcutating,
typing, &muting, under -desk.

eating, Waxing, etc.

AiZe valciabtus poAition o6 occupant;
amount o6 buathing Apace around the
deg h.

dedication: uauatty not shared.

compatibiLity: may on may not be
combined with others. activity zone4.

mange atteitnative6: 3 arse Awn.

ZONE Bs ADJUNCT WORK TABLE

aetivitidus uniting, /Leading, pad-
An-Pr----Erptco catcutating,
typog, collating, binding, etc.

4size vaniabteos what cued bon.

and how impotiant adjunct work. apace

A.4 to the oiiice holden; comkination
with °then zoneo.

dedications uauatty not Ahaned.

may on may not be
can °their activity zones.

example attemative4: 3 are shown,

3

A-1 - 25 SF 2'

311

2.51--1 3.5'1L -- -1

L A-2 - 45 SF

3.5' 2'

3'

2'

3'

A-3 - 90 SF
311L----

3

31
6-2 - 40 SF

B-1 - 20 SF
2

31
1

I

I
1----+ --

.V1 1

2'
1 I-- --4---t

3

1

6-3 - 69 SF 3,1 I

1f I
I

2'

2'1

Figure A2s POSSIBLE ACTIVITY ZONES
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ZONE Cs SHELF STORAGE

4C,t4:Vitie4 : Atouge and tetAievat
o6 /Sheba mateiaaLs, mateiLiais in
4he26-sized cabinetz, etc.

size va/LiabLea: the number. o6 Lin-
ea beet o6 4he2.ving (ptojected on
the ISZocot.) .

dedication: may ot may not be ishalLed.

sempatibitita: not .accommodated 4sep-
aute2y unZe.44 4ectaity dictate4, on
anew a 4epakate "Li.btaty" i4 need-
ed. i

exompte altvinativeas
I

ZONE Ds FILE STORAGE

C-1 - 16 SF

1

1

.L C-2 31.a

3 ate 4holon.
C-3 - 48 SF 1'"---r1

, 12'

f3'i / 1

activitie4: 4to/tage and tettievae
irarvu,a1,4 ,nom van iou4 types o6

c. Ong device-5.

41.ze vatiabZe4: depenci4 on the type
and numb en oi 4totizge :mitts. One
approach i4 to a44tane 4tandoAd up-
/tight gleo, and a41 (Ault, to "tAhtn4-
tate" hi..4 612e tequiAemento in tvons
o6 the4e. ExUm tame units may
quati6y a4 Special. &Cottage (Zone K) .

dedication: may on may not be 4haned.

compatibiZity: 4epatate accamoda-
Uon calf eon 4 eau/city on dead 4toitage.

exampLe atemaive4: 3 are. Ahown;
u4 en. may tAanzitate 46 need4 in tvon4
o6 the.4e on add hio am.
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V-1 20 SF 2.5

2.5 't :
1 i

-1
1

2 " 1L____,

i
'or
i

1.5' 1.5'

III.,
1 ' ' ....L._ ' I D-2 - 40 SF_1r- 1

--1
I IL _ .1

I I I I II IIIII II II i II
F. _i_ J I ..I J_ J 1 4

D-3 - 80 SF 1 J.... ,_

Figuns.. A2: POSSIBLE ACTIVITY ZONES ( continued)



ZONE E: WARDROBE

activities: 1.itonage and aetkievat

CraWslAa434, ovek4hoe4; etc.

zize vakiabiza: number 06 u4 era;

type 06 4totage.

dedication: May on may not be 4hated.

comatibaxtv 1.usuatty 4epauted

nom o un. zones (in waAdAobe

ceo4et).

example atteAiiative4: 3 ate Ahown.

ZONE F: INVIVtOUAL CONFERENCE

activitie4: keceptiort o6 vizitok40

mote-big, i4tetviewing, perusonat

dictation, dij4cuulion and °theft one-

to-one 4ituat;ion4.

44.ze vakiabiel: whethek one on two

airircircelW6vided
(combination with

othek-actimity zones witt a44i4t in

dictatino,th4);
aktaAgemeat and pko-

vi4ion oi-tabte.
!

dedication: family not Ahalted.

compatibiii4: doe4 not uutaety

qwcite 4ewkate accombdation AIM

otha activi4y zones .

exampZe atteknative4: 3 ate Ahown.

L-1 - 4 SF
*W. r.

2'
"TroVrims

lt5 OIMP
! i

2.5'i ;

E-2 1' 8 SF

- 20 SF

4'

aNAO40INOM

2'

F-1 -! 10 SFi te7
i

,

I I

I-

F-2 - 20 SF

F-3 - 36 SF

Figure A2: POSSIbLE ACTIVITY ZONES (continued)

I I
- -4

6'

0
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ZONE G: SMALL-GROUP CONFERENCE

activitie4: neception of vi4itoA40
coun---=ng, int eiwiewing conmateu
and athet 4itelation6 (4?hete 2 to 4
people panticipate.

4.ize vatiabLea: number o6 people
Thiglzved; aticangement o6 6Larritwte;
whe.thet on not a table i6 ,involved;
combination with °then zone's.

4.5'
G-1 - 23 SF ionl

5'1 I

1

7'
1(300: G-2 - 35 SF

1
15'

1

1 1

dedication: may on may not be
4ha/ted. 8'

comiatibiLit may on may not /Le-
gume 4 epanate accommodat-Zon itom
aka zone6.

eurnpie, afteAnativeo: 3 are 4 haat.

ZONE H: MEDIUM-GROUP CONFERENCE

artivitit.0 diActazion and meeting
aetivitas 1 tnvotving 4-1.0 peoptee.

i .

Aize vatiabte6: mamba and aAtange-
meat of paitticvants; occa4ionatly
combination with others zone4.

dedication: wsuatty 4haned (except
atm o6ii.ce hoideAts axe important .

enough to wantant ihe-ivc own medium-
gtoup coniaence aiLea45.)

compailibititlir u4ually accommodated
isepatatety itom °ther zone4.

example cateAnativ ea : 3 ate <shown;
it may be po44ib1e to neptace the6e
by a 4i.i.ding 4 mit. oi 6actoit6 which
way with the numbeil. o6 occupants
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G-3 - 48 SF J.
6'

0 0

11-1 - 140 SF

12 I

L

11-2 - 170 SF

11-3 - 200 SF 16.5'

Figio.e AZ: POSSIBLE ACTIVITY ZONES (continued)
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ZONE 1: LARGE-GROUP CONFERENCE

activitie68 diacti.44ion and meeting
activitie4 60h 10 04 mote people.

4ize vatiabie4: numbest and anitange-
ment oti pantitipant4.

dedication: atmo4t a('.way4 Au/Led.

compatibility: usually accommodated
4epatately i-nom athen zone.4.

example atteAnative4: 3 a4 4hown.

ZONE J: SPECIAL WORK

activitAt4: wonk area Sot oSSice ac-
tivitie4 not £a Zones A on Li, Ouch a4
dtaSting, biackboatd and acce44, cam-
puten tenanowl, copying machine, etc.

4ize vaniable.s: depends on type and
commit oi equipment on Suns tune in-
volved; impontance o6 4pecial civniz
4tation to o6Sice holdem.

deciicati.on: may on may not be com-
bined with other activity zones.

compatibity: may on may not be ac-
commodated 4epanately ()nom °then zones.

example attehrtative4: a genenal 4e-
leCtion 06 "4AZ " WOlad be pnovided
utak the individual wseit. 4etecting
104 citeating) to 'suit hLo needs.

23'

1-3 - 450 SF

1-1 240 SF

20'

-4

16

12'

1-2 - 320 SF

28'

J-1 - 20 SF

I I

L _ 4 3-2 - 40 SF

r --1
I I

J-3 - 60 SF
I

1

1

I
I I.1_ _ - - _ _ _ _ _.1.

Figute A2: POSS1611 ACTIVITY ZONES (continued)
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ZONE K: SPECIAL STORAGE K-1 - 15 SF r---1
1

activitiez: zpecial ztotage activi-
1

1

7-172,77n7T7nctuded in Zonea C-E, zuch 1

as o6iice zuppUez, 4peciai equip-
4_ _ _

1

meat, etc,

zize vaitiabZez: dependz an type and

conowtf matea2 ztoted.

dedication: may on may not be com-
bined with other activity z onez.

com atibita : uzuatey accomodated

zep y ram atheh zonez.

excon aiteAnatZ.vez: A genaze be. -

e on o 44ze4 woad be provided
with the individual' uzet zetecting
(aA cuating) to zuit his needs.

ZONE L: SPECIAL GROUP

activitie4: accornmodation4 San gAoup

CUZITe7s4,t4 not inctuded in Zonez

but which aAe ztiit o6iice-oniented;
.such as 4ta66 ioungez, zpecia /recep-

tion and wa.ing atea4, etc.

zize vaiLiabZez: depends e):::1:itety on

Apeciat activitia pupo4ed by uzet.

dedication: may at may not be com-

bined with other activity zone.s.

compatibititv may on may not be ac-

commodated with others zone's.

exconete atennativez: A geneital 4e-

tection "4.Z.277"77outd be puvided

with the individua u4 et 4eiecting
(04 cneating) to 4w it his needz.
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K-2 - 35 SF

4-- - - -4

K-3 - 10 SF

_J

L-1 - 60 SF

1

L-2 - 80 SF

L-3 - 130 SF

F. guise A21 POSSIBLE ACTIVITY ZONES (continued)



more accurate sizes,

1. Paper designs, such as have been illustrated in Figure A2, should be de-

veloped as hypotheses.

2. Existing office spaces should be divided into activity zones such as pro-

posed here, and the zones should be measured. this will undoubtedly

create many more "example alternatives" for each zone than are proposed

here.

3. The "example alternatives" should be carefully examined, and where

they can be combined, they should be. The s' -tem should face the

User with as few choices as are possible without seriously limiting his

flexibility of use.

combining the activity zones into space

It is highly unlikely that any individual office holder will simply require one activity

zone; most will require some combination of zones to house their specified activities.

This means that the individual zones will have to be summed in some way to create a

square footage for that officeholder.

This summation will not always be one of simple addition. Consider the case of faculty

member X who requires a moderately-sized desk and adjunct work station. As can be

seen in Figure A3, the two selected activity zones (A2 and B2) total 85 square feet.

If they are combined as shown, they require 60 square feet of space to accommodate
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3

A-2 - 45 SF

A- 2 *B -2= 85 SF

2'

8-2 - 40 SF

When two activity zone au combined, the nequixed oiLea 4.4 not oboao

to be Sound by Aimp4 addition. Simpty adding the Aequined Aquane

Sootage Sox A2 and B2 Augge4t4 that 85 46 A nequiP,:ds 44 .seen below,

home annangementA may AequiAe,Ze44. In the example amangement, only

60 46 au tequiud to accommodate A2 and B2 ..n combination.

5' 2.5'

I

16'

I i I

I

I

2'

A-2 + 8-2 = 60 SF

Figune A3: OVERLAPPING ACTIVITY ZONES
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them.

This overlap comes from a basic assumption that one must include some circulation area

in each of the activity zones -- it would be impossible to walk through an office crammed

full of working and storage areas. As the various activity zones are combined, though,

much of this circulation area overlaps and can be done away with.

How then does one accommodate this overlap? This is a question which requires a good

deal of experiment and study. It may (or may not) include considerations of,

1. SPACE EFFICIENCY. There are any number of ways to physically combine

activity zones. Some will take less space than others; some will take more.

We cannot always deal with the very most efficient layout, however, for in

doing this it is highly likely that we will place demands on adjacent ele-

ments which are so stringent that they cannot be met. As an example, it

may turn out that offices for activity zones A2, B2, Cl, D1, and El are

most efficient if they are 10'x 12' . It is not always possible to endow every

office with.this "optimum" configuration without causing unreasonable in-

creases in hallways, secretarial space, etc. In essence, not every space

in a building can be equally efficient.

2. COMPATIBILITY. Iwo activity tones can be overlapped only if they can

,

indeed exist side-by-side. If it is necessary to provide a Dean's work table

in a separate room where his visitors cannot see it, it is unrealistic to fi-

gure an overlap with his desk (which is not in the same room at all).
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3. DEDICATION. If an activity zone is not dedicated to a single user, then

it may create implications for housing that zone: it must be accessible to

every shareholder. This need for accessibility may affect compatibility

between two zones and therefore the amount of space required.

4. PRIVACY. As one begins to combine activity zones and then place them

in rooms, issues of privacy begin to appear. If any particular activity must

be accomplished in a private fashion, this will begin to say things about

compatibility of activity zones and where they must be accommodated.

The impact of all of these factors on square footage is not easy to assess. For this rea-

son, it is necessary to outline one approach to combination. Following this, it will be

necessary to carefully test and modify the approach as necessary.

The approach selected will be illustrated in some detail in the next section of the ap-

pendix. Briefly it revolves around selecting a relatively limited number of activity

patterns, and then using the professional judgment of the systems developers to come

up with various arrangements for these patterns. The arrangements are averaged, and

the resulting square footage becomes an area statement associated with that pattern.

A technique for allowing variations in the basic patterns is also included.

What this approach generally avoids is the issue of rooms: it treats space as just that

-- space with no walls around it. It is hypothesized that the resulting loss of accuracy

will not greatly damage the usefulness of the area statements -- as they will be reliable

as the rest of the information used to run the system! The last section of the appendix,
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among other things, explores some considerations relating to "rooms" and outlines an

approach for determining the impact of "rooms" on the area statements which will be

initially placed in the system.
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THE FRAMEWORK

introduction

This section of the appendix attempts to carefully present a framework which will ac-

complish a translation from "people" and "departments" and."activities" into area pro-

jections and requirements for budgeting and planning office facilities.

The tag "framework" is important. Since a general methodology for translating activi-

ties into space is generally lacking, it is the approach or the rationale which is impor-

tant at this point. When it comes to the data needed to fill in parts of the framework,

some of it comes from the user, and some of it resides in the system.

In terms of future research, it is the data which resides in the system that must concern

the developers of the system. After the framework has been presented, the last section

of the appendix will take up the question of this data and where it will come from.

a two-stage approach

The framework has been established as a two-stage operation. In the first stage the

user initializes the system by inputting certain data about his institution; and then he

and the system work together to jointly develop rules and techniques for determining

activity patterns and assigning space within the institution. This stage is called "in-

itialization" because a user will not have to repeat the process every time he uses the

system. He may wish to refine it or take it to greater depths of detail as he continues

to use it, but he will not have to regenerate basic data over and over again.
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Once the system is initialized, it can be used in its second stage: space projection.

Whether this. projection is for long-range budgeting or short-range planning depends

entirely upon the depth to which the user wants to go in generating detailed informa-

tion about his institution. This will be more carefully analyzed after the framework

has been presented.

the initialization stage

The initialization stage is particularly important. Since area statements for office and

office-related facilities relate closely to the activities housed in these spaces, it is

necessary that the system receive a picture of the user's institution, the kinds of office-

holders, and some general rules for assigning space to these people. Because office-

holders and space assignment gUidelines will vary from institution to institution, it is

impossible to pre-store them in the system.

Initialization cannot be a random process. The system needs this information to appro-

priately retrieve and assign area statements stored within it. Consequently, the system

has a responsibility to guide the user through this stage.

Once initialization is reasonably completed, the system can be said to be personalized.

It will reflect not only the administrative structure of the user, but also the policies

used to assign space to people and academic/administrative entities within his institu-

tion.

Most userswill go through this process once, and then use this as a point of departure

whenever budgeting and planning are undertaken. Certain users, however, may wish
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to only partially initialize the system at the outset, reserving the right to complete the

job each time the system is used for space projections. Still other users may choose to

undertake initialization and space projection at one sitting, The option lies with the

user. No matter which approach he uses, it is important that he understands one point:

in initialization lies most of the basic planning decisions about office-holders and the

assignment of space to them. This stage must be approached carefully and with a good

deal of thought.

The initialization stage generally consists or two efforts: the determination of office-

holders, and then the development of activity patterns and space assignment rules For

them.

The number and type of office-holders have been generated in Operations 3.1 to 3.5 of

the main portion of the model . Operations 3.6 and 3.7 shown here serve to reshuffle

that information if this is necessary. The remaining operations explain the activity pat-

tern and space assignment procedures.

In order to illustrate how this works, a running case study is developed in script type.

It is by no means complete, but it will hopefully serve to illuminate and fill in the

framework described in the text.

The exarnpZe cacti to .iitfiLatnate thia 64.arnewontz actuat uze
i6 a 4matt Schoot. Anmitectune within a Zan.ge.A.

The Schoa it. divided into thnee acadoniciadminiztAative
entitiza: an Atehitectute VeparcZnent, a Reseaach Centen,
and a Oean'A 066ice which ovensee4 both openation4.
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Each entity IA Aomewhat 4a6-contained, with .eta own neap-
tion and AecketarLial aua4, office4, and a44ociated suppont
and conifetence ISunctionA.

operation 3.6 - select academic /administrative entities

The first step is to create a profile of the institution in terms of the various entities

(colleges, schools, divisions, departments, centers, institutes, offices, administra-

tive divisions, etc.) which comprise it.

Most of this work has already been done within the context of the main portion of the

model . Academic departments and divisions have been established as part of Submodels

1 and 3. Operation 3.1 outputs facuhy and research people by department; Operation

3.2 outputs students requiring offices by department; Operation 3.3 outputs a listing of

administrative personnel .

It is possible, though, that the user may want to restructure this list for purposes of de-

termining office space needs. He will want to make sure that it is complete (including,

for instance, academic /administrative entities which may not have come up before,

such as an Office of Continuing Studies), and that it accurately reflects the academic/

administrative structure of the institution.

There is a second reason for a possible restructuring at this point. It is expected that

the system would include a pre-determined, rather generalized Catalog of academic/

administrative entities found at many colleges. Later in the space assignment stage,

the system may be able to retrieve some general information on how other colleges ap-
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proach space assignment within the entities listed in its own Catalog. The Catalog will

also allow the system to store activity patterns by discipline where this is necessary.

Wherever the individual user can relate to the systems Catalog, he will be in for addi-

tional benefits in terms of planning assistance.

3.6 In examining the Catatog on academic/admini4tutive

entity type4 in the 4y4ton'4 catalog, aux u4 e4 Zocate4 "atch-

.itectune". U4ing thi4 genera &bd. may attow him to te-

tAieve zome ptann.i.ng data about naachitectune" (ah oppozed to

"che11i4tAy" on. "puncha4ing"), 40 he choo4e6 to cteate thnee

academic/adminizttati.ve ent,i_tie4 604 11i4 Schoot, each Zabexed

atchitectuite":

ENTITY 1: ARCHITECTURE, ARCHITECTURE DEPARTMENT

ENTITY 2: ARCHITECTURE, RESEARCH CENTER

ENTITY 3: ARCHITECTURE, DEWS OFFICE

note that the co en need4 to do thi4 once and once way. Un-

te46 there i an admini<stAative aeonganization on canpu4, he

pubab4 wila. not need to cone back and make ciLaitoe6.

operation 3.7 selecting office-holder positions within the entities

Once the institution has been subdivided into its academic/administrative entities, of-

fice-holder positions must be assigned within them. Once again, this information can

come directly from the earlier operations in the model,

Faculty and research positions requiring offices, by department, from 3.1.

Students in research positions requiring offices, by department, from 3.2.

Administrative personnel positions requiring offices, from 3.3.

Instruction and research-connected secretarial positions requiring offices,

from 3.5 .
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The system will include a Catalog of positions within each of its entity types to assist

the user in restructuring his information during this r-7eration. While the user may not

know it yet, each of the positions listed in the system's Catalog includes an associated

pattern of activities which is often found with that position. If he wants to take advan-

tage of these patterns, either directly for his own planning or as "basic" patterns to be

modified by his own requirements (a more probable situation), it would be wise to use

the positions in the Catalog wherever possible.

The depth of detail to which the user goes is largely in his hands. If he is uncertain, or

if the types of office-holders within some of his entities are not yet determined, he may

want to deal at a rather gross level: Biology includes 20 faculty positions. If he wishes

to discriminate among these 20 positions, he may break them down into senior faculty,

junior faculty, chairmen, research staff, counselors, and other classifications. This

depends, to some extent, on what he wants to do with the data. As he moves into

shorter-range planning, it is better to know more about a department than "20 faculty" .

In any case, the user can always come back and refine this file of positions within his

academic/administrative entities any time he wishes.

The kind of positions-within-entity Catalog which may be developed for the system is

illustrated in Figure A4. It is by no means complete or even recommended; it is only

one way of showing how it might be organized.

3.7 The u4 e4, wilting and abie to di4cAiminate among the

kind4 o obiice-hatdeu in hi4 Schoot o6 Aulatectune,
choo4e4 to do 40 a4 6ottau14. He u4 e4 the Catalog o6 po4i-

tion4 f4 guide him in thi4 shone.
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The sok-towing pnesented as an ii-Custnation o6 how the Catatog o6 Po,sitions-Within-
Enti-tiett might be. deve,eoped. The patticutat excupte 4hown hence »light be wsed to ez-
tabZish po4itiok4 within any academic entity in a univeiusity.

LEVEL A LEVEL 1i

broad categony nanh on pas-ition

Fute-time Faculty Seni.on
Faculty

Pant- time Facatty
Juraon
Faculty

PuSe.44ot
Autociate Pto6e440t-

A44 istant Pno6e.64 on
Inzttuctot

Teaching A44 i4stant

LEVEL C
additionat de-sciLiption

Dean
Cha.ZAman
Adnini-stAative A44-istant

on. Executive 066icen

Fuee-t("me
Rezeanch sta6 6

Pant -time
Re4eatch Sta66

Senion
Sta66

Ju, L4:0

Sta66

Pno 6 ess on
Asz oc.i.ate est* OA

Reis eat& S c,i.entiat ,
Enginee.A., Anchitect

Re)seutch A64oci.ate
Reseatch A444:2,tant

Student 444 iatant

Admin.aticatom
Puject Viuctot

Fate-time
Academic Suppott

Pcva-time
Academic Support

Secxe-tang
CLenfi
Technician

Lxecutive
Oed,icated
Oepa4tmentak

In otde/L to cta444.6y any a66ice-hatcleiL. by /Liz position, the wseiL 4-impty 4 etect4 the
apptoptiate tag4 6noni each column. The numbet taco he. zei.ects Son any o66ice-hatden
(on group o6 o66ice-hatdeA-6) caia tegect the amount o6 detail he. wishes -to con.siden at
any point. Fon inAtcuice, he may 4pecLj a 6utt-.time aitchitectune 0.o/ie.:mon who 4envea

a4 an adminiattative a44iatant to hiz Dean in any o6 the 60.U:owing way6, depending on

how much he know4 about the po-sition and whether make4 any diii6aence (deita-a- .L4 £e44
inipont ant in Long -Hang e budg eting ) :

Entity:
Level As
Level B:
Levet Cs

Atchitectute.
F-T Facatty

Anc.hitectune
F-T Faculty
Sn Facatty

AnchitectuAe
F-T Facutty
Pto k-64 an

Atchitectute
F-T Facuity
Pn.a6ez 4 a
Acin A-s-st

Fait each a6 -the4e paaiti.an 4pec-i6icatioku), hoped that The -systei); would have -stoned

ai a64aci.ateci activity pa .teen. In acconiptizhing 'u 3.8 and 3.9, the. u.seA de-
cides whe-ther he. wants to use the as4signed pattenn, use wi,th modi6ication, on not wse
it at ati.

Fi uu A4: ILLUSTRATION OF POSITION-WITHIN-ENTITY CATALOG
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Entity 1: Atchitectune VepaAtIment

F-T Faculty, St Faculty, ChaiAman
F-T Faculty, SA Facuity, Coun4etot*
F-T Facutty, SA Faculty
F-T Facaty, Faculty
P-T Faculty, Faculty
F-T Support, SecutaAy, DepaAtmentat

Entity 2: Reseatch Center

F-T Rea eanch, St Facutty, AdministAaton*
F-T ReseaAch, in Facuity*
F-T Support, Sectetalty, depattmentme

Entity 3: Oean's 066ice

F-T Faculty, SA Faculty, Dean
F-T Faculty, SA Faculty, Admin Asst
F-T Support, SectetaAy, Executive

* Fan putposes o6 ittustAation, it A.4 possibie that the
staued positions were not in the systemis Catalog. There

may be no position caged "Countseioe; and white there are
pa4iJ2on4 meted "Reseatch AdministAatoe and "ReseaAch
Sta66" the/Le may be no listing o6 these within an entity-
type cawed "AAchitectuAe". Once the (Lae& pc/Leaves this,

he know that he and the system together witt have to come
up with space 4.equ.iiumenti bon these people.

operation 3.8 - system assignment of activity patterns

Once a user-oriented file of office-holder types by position and academic/administra-

tive entity has been created, the next steps are ones of associating activity patterns to

these positions, and in some cases to the entities themselves.

There are two major problems in accomplishing this. The first revolves around the user.

He is expected to be able to create appropriate activity patterns for many different

kinds of office-holders. Some users will be knowledgeable enough to do this and do
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it well; many others will have problems of inconsistency and inaccuracy. To overcome

this, it is suggested that the system pre-store activity patterns for as many positions in

its positions Catalog as can be reasonably and accurately developed; when these posi-

tions come up, the system simply "assigns" its stored activity pattern to them. The user

then reviews these patterns and modifies as necessary. Where he wishes to abandon sys-

tem suggestions, or where he has created positions which do not exist in the Catalog

(such as "Counselor, Architecture"), he leaves these for Operation 3.9.

There is a second problem, and this one revolves around the system. If there are twelve

activity zones (see Figure A2), and if any office-holder may require any or all of these,

it follows that the number of potential activity patterns is staggering. Because each of

these activity patterns must ultimately carry a square footage with it, it is necessary to

somehow limit the number of available combinations. On the other hand, this limiting

process should not drastically constrain the user's flexibility in dealing with the system.

One approach is suggested here. it may not be the best; certainly if would have to be

tested and modified in actual practice. The approach simply involves the development

and sizing of a number of logical "basic" activity patterns -- and then associating these

"basic" patterns with positions in the Catalog. From the "basic" activity patterns, the

user and system can then construct "variations" together -- variations which recognize

individual office-holder requirements.

The "basic" activity patterns would be created initially by the systems developers from

their observation, recording, measurement, and general experience with office func-
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tions. These would then be schematically designed on paper (as illustrated in Figure A5).

Various configurations would be attempted, and the results averaged.*

In Operation 3.8, then, the system simply "assigns" activity patterns to as many of the

users positions as it can. The user then reviews this list on an item-by-item basis, and

modifies it as necessary. Where his activity patterns differ greatly from those assigned,

he simply creates a blank there and waits until he is ready to accomplish Operation 3.9.

To review, this "assignment" process brings two benefits to the user. It brings to bear

experience of many people from many institutions, and it assists in maintaining an

overall consistency throughout the files of office-holders and their activities. If the

user wishes to completely disregard these "assignments", he may do so and proceed di-

rectly to the next operation.

3.8 Once the bite oi oS6ice-hoideu by poaition and aca-
demic/adminiataative entity AA mated in 3.7, the Ayatem iA
Atady to aaaign whatevek activity pattenn it ha's atoned in
.c to own Catatog. The printout o6 theae aaaignmenta
might took iike thiA:

ENTITY POSIT ION ASSIGNED
TYPE TYPE ACTIVITY PATTERNS
. OOOOOOO ............................... OOOOO OOOOO . OOOOOO

(1: ARCHITECTURE DEPARTMENT)

ARCH CHAIRMAN, SR FACULTY A2 B2 C2 D1 El G3

*It is obvious that this approach will create many configurations for one pattern of ac-
tivities. Some of these will be exceptionally efficient in terms of area required, others
will not. The averaging approach allows one to build in an "average" efficiency rather
than a low efficiency (which would be wasteful of space) or a high efficiency (which is
practically unattainable within every single space in a building).
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ARCH COUNSELOR, SR FACULTY
ARCH SENIOR FACULTY A2 B1 C2 D1 E1 Fl J
ARCH FACULTY A2 B1 Cl D1 El Fl J

ARCH AM' INCT FACULTY A2 C/ El Fl

ARCH SEC, DEPARTMENTAL A2 B2 Cl El Fl

(2: RESEARCH CENTER)

ARCH RESEARCH, SR FACULTY

ARCH RESEARCH, FACULTY
ARCH SEC, DEPARTMENTAL A2 B2 Cl El Fl

=(3: DEAN'S OFFICE)

ARCH DEAN
ARCH ADMIN ASSTS, FACULTY
ARCH SEC, EXECUT I VE

A3 B2 C2 El G3 H3 J

A2 B2 C1 E1 Fl

In Looking oveA this output, the u.sen notes that there may
be some changes, adur in activity zones on in atteitnatives
within thoSe zones, but he pneiem to wait wait he has
titled in the &tanks bedon.e attacking them.

operation 3.9 - complete activity pattern assignment

If the user is satisfied that the system's assignment of activity patterns is both accurate

and complete, he will proceed directly to Operation 3.10. It is more likely, however,

that he is either unsatisfied with some of the system's assignments (they do not recognize

his own situation), and/or he has managed to create positions for which no assignment

has been made. In these cases, the user and the system must sit down together and de-

velop these patterns.

The user may approach the process of filling in the blanks in two basic ways: he can de-

velop patterns on an item-by-item basis making decisions as he goes, or he may prefer to

write some general rules which will cover many situations instead of one ("what distin-

guishes a counselor is a small-group activity zone") .
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This can and should be a highly interactive process. Some users will prefer to simply

dictate activity patterns. If the system is appropriately developed, however, it can be

of real assistance to the user in making appropriate and consistent decisions. It may as-

sist him in formulating rules, it can flag decisions which appear to be incompatible with

previous decisions, and it can assist him by bringing forth research findings and experi-

ence of other users ("a 1966 survey of 27 Schools of Architecture noted that 90°/0 of their

faculty possessed dedicated drafting stations").

The system will also attempt to keep the user operating within its own set of "basic" ac-

tivity patterns whenever possible. When this cannot happen, it can pre5.erit the user with

graphic and square footage information on various al ternatives,--efisisting him in select-
----'

ing appropriate activity zones.

These kinds of capabilities will not bc,, easy to develop; certainly they have not yet ap-

peared on the scene. Careful research within the framework established here would do

the job, though.

3.9 In examining the activity assignnents of 3.8, the
use,t notes that thane cute 4 orae bZanizz which need to be ii.tted
in; he atho tecognize6 some inconsistanciees with nespect tr
hia own School and its needy .

He 44ee.k.6 to temedy the zi,tuati_on tough a zefu:es of; ac-
same designed to inceude many oi6ice-hotdva, othovr.4

on an itern-by-item basis. It night .take thin yolun:

1. He. notes that onk.y zone yaciLe ty ate pnovided with dna6t-
ing stati.ons (dezionated as speciat aoniz station, "J") .
Because it is a tong-standing potiey ot; hi Schoot that ail_
6acutty be pnovided with dnalcting space, he diAects the
system to add a "J" to the 6i:a co6 each o6Siee-ho.tdeit tagged
"Facutty". In do-big :this, he may queiLy the system Son /Le-
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Aeach 6indingA and expetience o6 other AchooiA in doing the
dame thing.

2. He attemptA to derive an apptowaate activity pattern 60h
the poAition o6 "Counaetok, Seniot Faculty ". He might AtaAt
iby eating the pattern San "Seniot Facaty":

SR FACULTY A2 Bl C2 D1 El Fl J

It occuu to him that the diatinguiAhing chatactetiAtic o6 a
iCcunaeio4 hia need to meet Amae gicoupA ink 4 o66ice'aa
weft as individuatA. He AuggeAtA modi6ying the pattern 4o,

COUNSELOR, SR FACULTY A2 81 C2 D1 El G3 J

In term o6 the AyAtem'A Aizing thiA activity pattetn, tiiete
may be a pkobtem. 16 the Lae& aAk4 the AyAtem uhethet oft
not it i4 a pteviowsiy Atoned patteAn, and the AyAtem 450#6
"AO", the taet has two chaiceA: attet it until' it 6ita a
Atoned pattern, on attempt to twilk with the AyAten to aize
the new pattern. iSetieving that the "CounAeZot" pattern
wat not 6it any exiating in the ayaton, the uae4 ca tta

Son the two CiDAeAt4 In doing th.ia, he might netkieve,

CHAIRMAN, SR FACULTY A2 if C2 D1 El G3 J

:( COUNSELOR, SR FACULTY A2 B1 C2 D1 El G3 J )

SENIOR FACULTY A2 [31 C2 D1 El Fl J

t.4 now has two ways o6 app4oaching the intekmediate pattekn:
take the aquau 600tage Aize aAAociated with the Chaikman
and reduce the "82" to a "61" (here the Aptem diapao a
picture and deAcAiption o6 each to aaaiat in making the 44-
44ction); o4 take the Senion Facaty aquake 600tage and i

pganaiate ita "Fl" into a "G3". Moat Likety the Lack wilt
do both and £6 they do not come to the aerie geneka aquake
fpotage, he wilt. exetaae hia judgment in mak,ing a pkojec-
t4on.

3 The one pattern can be 6°1.i:owed Son the Reaeakch Sta66.
The U6 eit may coati to genekate an entikety new activity pat-
tvin, on he may attempt to Lae on mod i6y an exiating one.
In either cane, he has to Sind a way o6 detemtining aquake
600tage aequiAementa 6on the pattern he aeZecta.

4. The 4 Ora approach 6ottowed with the Athniniatkative
Aabiatant.

The keautta o6 these exptokationa be pitinted out 6o4
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the uae/04 Aeview and modi6ication. Any time he wart to the

4y4tem to give him the a44ociated anew 4tatement Son any

actual pattetn, the 40tem wat do 40.

operation 3.10 - associate activity patterns with acadmic/administrative entities

Referring back to the discussion of office and office-related activities in the second sec-

tion of this appendix, it is now obvious that the previous operations have covered most

of the "office" activities. To the extent that conference and clerical support functions

have been included, there has also been partial consideration of the "office-related"

activities.

Many of these "office-related" functions are not directly (or always even indirectly)

associated with individual office-holders; sometimes they are more logically associated

with the academic/administrative entity as a whole. These might inclAe,

o large-group conference activities

o medium- and small-group conference activities not particularly associated

with or dedicated to one particular office-holder.

o special work stations which are department-associated (copying machines,

etc.)

o reception and waiting area for the entity.

o special storage space for the entity.

It is therefore suggested that it should be possible for a user to associate some activity

zones with the entity as a whole. In terms of sizing these zones, it may not be parti-
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cularly important to know whether they will all exist in one place (and therefore overlap),

or whether they; will take place in several rooms. What is developed is an overall figure

which represents a summation of the special entity-associated zones; this figure is expressed

as a "pool" of space needed to generally serve the entity. When the user moves from short-

range planning :into actual building programming, he can look back to see what generated

that pool and then actually allocate the space to rooms.

Because it may be more difficult to precisely determine needs for entity-associated space,

it is highly likely that users will develop rules; for example, the user may say, "For every

professional facplty or staff member in any entity, allow 20 square feet of activity zone I:

Large-Group Conference" . this rule does not say whether this will end up as one large

room or two smaller ones; it simply places so many square feet of space into the entity-

associated pool.

3.10 The u4e4 decide4 to a44ociate teception, 6iiin9, 4pe-

ciat wok and Atottage 4 pace to each o6 44 three entitiea,

l

probably u4ing 4ome in4titution-wide projection 'tea.

Ba4ed on the4e addition4, and the change4 made in Openation4
3.9, h.i4 ii.nat. output oii activity patteAh4 on the Schoot

may be a4 OZZottas

ENTITY POSITION ASSIGNED
TYPE TYPE ACTIVITY PATTERNS

. ** 4 * e i 0000000000 00000 00000 s io e e

(1: ARCHITECTURE DEPARTMENT)

ARCH CHAIRMAN, SR FACULTY A2 B2 C2 D1 El G3 J
ARCH COUNSELOR] SR FACULTY A2 B1 C2 D1 El G3 J
ARCH SENIOR FACULTY A2 B1 C2 D1 El Fl J
ARCH FACULTY A2 B1 Cl D1 El Fl J
ARCH ADJUNCT FACULTY A2 Cl El Fl J
ARCH SEC, DEPARTMENTAL A2 B2 Cl El Fl
ARCH ENTITY #1 -. ASSOC. D2 H1 H3 K L
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(2: RESEARCH CENTER)

ARCH RESEARCH, SR FACULTY A2 B2 C2 D1 El G2 J

ARCH RESEARCH, FACULTY A2 B2 C2 D1 El Fl J

ARCH SEC, DEPARTMENTAL A2 62 Cl El Fl

ARCH ENTITY #2: ASSOC D2 E2 H1 K L

(3: DEAN'S OFFICE)

ARCH DEAN A3 62 C2 El G3 H3 J

ARCH ACM ASST, FACULTY A2 B2 C2 D1 El G2 J

ARCH SEC, EXECUTIVE A2 B2 Cl El Fl

ARCH ENTITY ii 3 . ASSOC D2 E2 K L

Note: At thia point it 414 pozaibie to pitovide an a4aoc.iated

aquate 600tage at .the enda oS each oi the item4 wanted above.

completing initialization

When the user can generate a satisfactory output such as the one shown above, he has

completed the initialization process. As has been suggested above, it may not be this

simple though. He may undertake a series of successive iterations, constantly cross-

comparing decisions and their resulting influences on space. Hopefully, he accomplishes

these iterations in a highly interactive way, allowing the system to assist him at every

turn. The decision-making authority, however, is always in the user's hands.

Figure A6 summarizes the steps involved in this initialization procedure.

the projection stage

Once the user has initialized the system, he has made most of his basic planning deci-

sions. The system now reflects his institution, both in terms of its administrative struc-

ture and the rules it uses in assigning space to people and groups within that structure.
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pattern type's at-

Aeady 'stared in the
4ipstera whetevet

po44ibie.

( output )

'iat 06 academic/
adninittutive
entitie4 in the
in4titution.

Li4t 06 po4ition
type4 within each
06 the academic/
admini4tAative
entitie4 in the
in4titution.

tiot 06 po4ition
type's within each

entity, along with
an a44ociated ac-
tivity pattern i6
there £4 one in
the 4y4tem.

area's 6oA patterns

£4 the 4y4tem can
be. aetaieved i6

de4iaed.

'same a4 3.8, ex-

cept that ii4t
.C.4 now comptete.

04440it 3108 lb4oct:ate attean4 With Acadeinic/Admini4tiuxtive Entitie.s

.06 entietie4 and add entity-a44 ociated
44tion4 within them pa/. teu4.

patte4n4 as's'igned

3.9.

apptopaiatene44 to
uaeA' 4 4ituation;

ccimpeepentcvui to

patteitn4 0.44 ociated

with 6 6ice-hothiva .

Figuu A6: SUMMARY OF INITIALIZATION PROCEOURE

compZete ti4t 06
activity pattem4
by entity and
po4itirp; 4quate
beet may be in-
acuita,
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Now he is ready to actually project space needs. Because the basic groundwork is al-

ready laid, however, this projection process is a rather simple one.

It simply begins with an assignment of head count information to the various position-

within-entity categories developed as part of the first stage. When these are all as-

signed, the area statements for each of those categories (also developed in the initial

phase) are retrieved; simple multiplication and summation are then used to develop over-

all space requirements.

These operations are so straightforward that careful explanation and discussion is unneces-

sary. Figure A7 on the next page explains Operations 3.11 through 3.13 which comprise

this stage.

long-range budgeting versus short-range planning

So far there has been very little emphasis on the differences in use of this framework as

the user moves from long-range budgeting to short-range planning. Nor should there

be. The difference between the two modes is not one of objectives (both look forward

to area statements); the dr:ference is one of data detail and accuracy.

In the long-range budgeting mode, the user is essentially interested in determining large

"pools" of space, undifferentiated by anything resembling buildings or rooms. He inputs

information which is relatively undefined, and receives back results which reflect this

kind of input. Since he cannot spell out every detail, both the user and the system operate

at a level where there are many assumptions and where there is a good deal of averaging.
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(input) (opmationA)

Opeution 3.11: AaAociate a Head Count With

ti4t oi poAition
types within each
academic/adminiAtAa-
tive entity, tiAom

3.1.

head count4 OA
the4e po4i2ion4
dkom,opekationA 3.1,
3.2,'3.3, and 3.5.

Each

ust Au ett e head
countA to &it
poAition types in
input likom 3.1.

IpaAameteA4) loutput)

PoAition-Within-Entity

appkopAiateneAA c6
head count with
poAitionA.

tiAt o6 poAition
-types with each
entity, with a
head count Iiiguke

entered with each.

Operation 3.12: Determine the Total Area RequiAed 4604 Each PoAition-Within-Entity

tiAt a poAit ion

typeA within each cation.

entity, with head
count 6ilguke3

entered OA each.

Aimpie muttipti-

aAea 4tatement4
dadoped OA each

entity, 6kom

Operation 3.13: Detekmine Totat Akea Requiked OA Each Entity

tiAt o6 poAition 41mpie addition.

typeA within each
entity, with a4Aoe-
.iated area Atate-

mentA, 6kom 3.12.

akea 4equiked bar
edity-aAAociated
activitiu, tikom
3,10.

FIGURE Al: SUMMARY OP SPACE PROJECTION PROCEDURE

LiAt o6 pozition
types within each
entity, with an
aAAociated area
Atatement (Aquane
beet kequiked)
OA each.

Aummation 06 area
kequiAed OA each
entity. iioth in

tata Aquake Oat-
age, and in Aquate
Outage bAoken
down by po4ition4
and "pooe Apace.
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For short-range users, the user can go back through the initialization process, refining

and discriminating among the rather large "packages" of information placed there when

he was budgeting. Once more is known about people and their activities, the system

can react with more accurate and meaningful area statements.

Figure A8 goes back through Operations 3.6 to 3.13, explaining how they might be ac-

complished in both long- and short-range modes of operation. As one can see, the dif-

ferences lie in the kinds of information and statements available, rather than in any fun

damental variance in approach.

moving from short-range planning to programming

The "final" institutional action in creating university facilities is the writing of detail ec

building programs. These programs carefully analyze user activities and, among other

statements about environment, include area requirements for each function.

What has been developed here is not a programming tool . True, it can serve as a pro-

gramming device (i.e., in short-range planning), and it can be used to check program

statements (thus identifying gross errors in the program), but it should not be used to de

velop the program.

Why? At this point, the system is still talking about chunks of space ("120 square feet

of floor area); it has said little about actually translating this area into rooms, and thi

is an important step. It is one task to associate required square footages with professor

and administrators and secretaries, and it is quite another task to enclose these in roorr
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(tong-Aange budgeting) (4hott-tange panning)

Opetation 3.6: Setect Acadenic/AdminiAtAative Entitie4

May wet be dealing with academic and
admini4tAativeentitie4 on 'Whet broad
Levet4. May u4e "4choote and "cottegee
in race 06 depa/plNientA, 4ub-depcurtment6,

ptognam-within-depat*nent4 ,

ciptinaty academic- e66oxto, etc. VeAy
tikety to combine 'Iv a n y adminiAt4ative
and Auppoxt activiti.e4 into broad cate-
go/Liu ("academic adrnini4tAation"
km44 adminiAttation", "Atudent a66thz.4",
etc.) Aathet than 4peci6ic divi4iona and
066ice4.

Witt be abte to Aubdivide in4titution
into .c t6 neat AtAuctuu o6 academic

and adMinistAative entitia, including
o6 414 cotteges, 4choot4, d4.vi6ion4,

depaxinient4, centeu, in4titute4, 4ec-
tion4, o66ice4, AuppoAt Aection4, etc.
Thi4 altow4 the u4et to break the iaAge
"poot4" o6 4pace deveioped in tong-Aange
budgeting down into manageabte cottec-
tion4 Got planning.

Opetat ion 3.1: Setect 066ice-Holdet Po4ition4-Within-Entiti.e4

16 the entitie4 cannot be cate4utty bro-
ken domino it 6ottow4 that the u6 en witt

not be able to cau6utly Aden ti6y the
vatiou4 o66ice-hotdet po4ition4 mithin
them. Fot thiA Aeadson, he mi._ stick to

titte4 ouch a4 %acuity", "6acutty
adminiAtAatoA4", "adminiAtxatoei "cten-
icat", etc.

,

066ice-hoiden typed can be broken down
into mote 4pecilic gxoup4.

(The actual &vet. 06 detail urn ft/ate
very cto4ety to that developed Got the
main pottion4 oi Subnodet4 1 and 3).

Opetation 3.8: Sy4tem A44ignment o6 Activity Pattetn4

the 40tem14 Po4ition4-Within-Entity
Catatog contain4 466etent tevet4 o6
po4ition detinitimi (bee Figura A4 mot
an exampte). Activity patteAn4 can be
444ociated at 0444 tevel4 44 weLt a4
de6ined tevet4; the tuet muAt, however,
tegognize that them_ ate nece4AcAity
avetage4 -- that they may vanv quite a
bit when the po4ition type4 ate mote
6utty de6ined. Avetagea woAk Got tong-
/Lange budgeting.

Activity patteAnA axe be 444igned to
Po41 tion4-Within-Entitie4 which ate
tetativety went de6ined. An in4titution
woAking at thi4 tevet4houtd be able to
expect AatheA accurate 4e4uitA.

FiguAe A8: USING THE MOLL IN THE TWO PROJECTION MODES
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(iong-nange budgeting)

0 etation 3.9: Cony tete ActivJ

(Ahont-tange pZanning)

Patte.iin Mai HP lent

Thia operation tately cat/Lied out in

tong-Hang e budgeting tau. Wea4 Witt
coniine theist Positiona-Within-Entity
zetectiona to tathet broad typea, and
it i4 expected that there wite. be az-so-

ciated area atatementa Sot each oS theae.

The uzet 1znow4 enough about hiA

apeciaized 04 out-oS-the-ondinany
Positiona-Witkin-Entitiea to create
intettigent acti.vi,ty pa.ttuno SO4 them.

2peAation 3.10: Aaaociate Pattetna With Acadmic/AdrainiatiLative Entitiea

In the tong-tange panning mode., it may
be pozAibie to approach thiz 6non3 a 1Z44

t °A.A. cat vieu;point: "Iu:4:tonicattly, how

much eatity-aazociated apace (in tuna
off percentage) do we 6ind in SchooL6 en

AkchitectuA.e?" thia Seaaibte,

the (then wilt have to maize some intelli-

gent guea4sca about entity-aazociated
activitiea.

The mote the ua en known on cared to
pkoject: about any entity and ita open-

ation4, the be position he in
-to itientiicy entitu-aaa ociated activitiea

and area tequitemento.

OpeAat ion 3.11: macciate A Head Count With Each Poition-Within-Entity
Openation 3.12: Detetmine the Total. Area Requited Sot Each Position-Within-Entity

OpeAation 3.13: VeteAmine Tata. Area Requited Sot Each Entity

The Levu oS detail genenated wia depend
entitety on the Zevet. o f detait cteated

in the pneceding atepa. It i4 pubabie
that the output room 3.13 witt be a totat
area required son each entity, with no
6unthek bteakdown.
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The tevet oS detail cteated in the above
about d atom, detaited anatyaiis and out-

put. Reautting tiAta 4houZd be abbe to
de-tait not onty total: area nequiAement4

6on each entity, but Ahmed aJoo be
abte to ()teak t':.eni down 4:y position
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There ia one caution to be noted heke,
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down by po4ition type, ahoutd not be used
Au detailed building pnoatanming without
Sutthet examination. See text.

Figune Ag: USING ThE MOVLL IN THE NO NOJECTION MOVES (continued)



how many professors to a room? should a professor share an office with an assistant?

These are important questions which the framework, as developed to date, leaves un-

answered. This is discussed again in the next section of the appendix.
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS

improving the technique

The foregoing portion of this appendix has proposed one technique for taking people,

their r mitions and departments, and translating them into required space for purposes

of budgeting or planning. This technique has been developed from the realization that

most traditional "survey-what-space-people-have-and-come-up-with-a-standard"
ap-

proaches all have certain weaknesses. The proposed technique starts with the office

and office-related activities people undertake and attempts to derive area statements

which reflect and accommodate these activities.

Because the approach has been somewhat unconventional, it has been characterized by

a good deal of tentativeness: this is what we should try, and here's what it might do.

The next step is to explore these "shoulds" and "mights", converting them into "musts"

and "wills" .

This will not be a simple effort. Rather a good many facets of the space projection

problem will have to be examined, people will have to be interviewed, and their ac-

tivities will have to be observed before a truly positive and accurate framework is pos-

sible. Based on what has gone before, five issues can be established as focal points

for future work,

1. Developing appropriate activity zones.

2. Developing and refining activity patterns.
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3. Establishing the effects of placing activities in "rooms" .

4. Estapshing the effects of other factors on size.

5. Extending the approach to the other facilities submodels.

developing appropriate activity zones

Since the "activtty zone" has been proposed as the concept which translates people and

activities into spine and square feet, it is important that it be carefully thought out

and applied .

In the second part of the appendix; office and office-related activities were listed, and

twelve activity zones were created. For purposes of illustration, each of the twelve

zones was further subdivided into "example alternatives" .

Each of these steps in the creation of the activity zones requires further research. List-:

ing office activities raises no problem, but their combination into "zones" of space

should be carefully looked at. Should there be twelve of these zones? or five? or

twenty? Certainly any reduction in the number of zones will make the system less

cumbersomebtitwhat limitations might this place on user flexibility?

Once the zones are established, their sizing becomes another issue. How many alter-

natives should thee be, and how much area does each reasonably consume? As sug-

gested before in this appendix, this entails a careful analysis of what people do in

university offices, and how much space they use in doing it. This will require an ac-

tive program of observation; Measurement, interviewing, hypothesizing activity zones,
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designing these zones, mocking-up alternatives, evaluation of alternatives, and modi-

fication or reformulation of proposals.

This kind of activity can and should be a continuing one. An initial version of the sys-

tem can be established with the zones proposed in this document (or some refinement of

them); as experience is gained, both with office activities and with system use, the ac-

tivity zones, their alternatives and their sizes can be continually modified by profes-

sional personnel

developing and refining activity patterns

The proposed framework assumes that one can associate an appropriate "pattern" of ac-

tivity zones with any office-holder once his position and his entity are established.

This need for assigning patterns (with user modification, of course) is an important one

if we are to limit the number of patterns which actually have to be carefully sized.

This too requires additional research and experimentation. Can we deal with "basic"

activity patterns for various office-holders, or is this a hopeless cause? If we can de-

velop "basic" patte.ns, can we develop rules for making variations, or is it necessary

to take the stand that any variation may produce inaccurate projections? Once we

settle on activity patterns, can we provide an associated square footage that is ac-

curate enough to make projections with?

The first two issues will be resolved through more detailed observation and analysis of

university office-holders and the activities they undertake. The third issue -- that of
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sizing activity patterns -- is more complicated. This will require a co-ordinated re-

search effort to schematically design the various ways of putting any given set of ac-

tivity zones toyerher, to mock these up and test them in practice, and then to pick an

Hav e rag e" square footage which does not dictate excessive waste or excessive efficiency

of planning.

establishing the effects of placing activities in "rooms"

The framework presented in this appendix treats space as just that: space, without in-

tervening or defining walls, doors, and other architectural elements. This is admittedly

a potential weakness in the sense that the resulting area statements may not be as valid

as they could be if the walls were included.

Why? The effect of placing wails and defining rooms is to carefully control the, over-

laps among the activity zones. If a Dean's set of activity zones is to be accommodated

in three rooms instead of one, it is obvious that they cannot all overlap.= Conversely,

if two office-holders and their activity patterns are accommodated in one room, there

may be some overlaps between their respective patterns as well as within them. Each

of these statements suggests that the total number of square feet required by each office-

holder may differ according to its division (or combination) into "rooms"

The effects of placing these zones in rooms will have to be carefully tested before any

system is finalized. The approach at this point has been to disregard them; to assume

that at the level of accuracy required (even in short-range planning) these effects will

balance each other.
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In terms of looking at single office-holders and allocating their activity zones into

'Irooms" , there is one technique which can be used within the framework presented

here: that of simply considering the office-holder as possessing not one, but a num-

ber of sets of activity zones. For example, an Architecture Dean with the following

pattern,

A2, B2, C2, El, G3, H3, J = w sq. ft.

might be respecified with these three patterns,

A3, Bl, G3 = x sq. ft. Office

81, C2, J = y sq. ft. Work Room

H3 = z sq. ft. Conference

If this can be accomplished, it is not important that the sum of x, y, and z may not

equal w. To do this, though, raises a whole set of questions about compatibility of

activity zones, privacy required by activities, and which activities are dedicated to

specific users and which are not. The question becomes whether it is necessary or

even appropriate to rdise these issues in space planning and projection. Only ex-

periment and experience will provide the answer,

Once a user moves into allocating office activities to rooms, he raises another thorny

question: that of multiple-occupancy offices. In some research and clerical situations,

these are not difficult questions. When it comes to faculty and administrators, however,

it can be equated to opening Pandora's box. In dealing with these positions, office

accommodations often take on the quality of "fringe benefits", and consequently they

are often surrounded with well.=-worn and time-honored tradition and policy.
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Further, the kind of office a professional staff member is provided may well dictate

(or at least influence) the amount of time he spends in it, how available he is to students

and colleagues, how effective he can be in discussing personal problems and issues, and

how determined he can be in undertaking his academic, committee and research tasks.

The success of the shared office usually depends strongly on the congeniality of the part-

ners, and this is a difficult commodity to assess during long-range planning.

The issue of space economy through multiple-occupancy is another knotty one. Some

administrators assume that a three-man office (because of the activity overlaps) can be

smaller than three one-man offices. Others will contest that to be truly effective in a

'bullpen", staff will try every technique to attain privacy and get away from each other,

thus consuming additional space.

The allocation of office activites to rooms, then, becomes an odd and often explosive

mixture of quantitative factors and qualitative considerations. The model used to trans-

late people and activities into this space must allow the user to first superimpose his

own policy. Then it must react by translating the policy into square feet and by con-

stantly reminding the user of its "activity" orientation. The system simply cannot be

asked to rule on the effectiveness of the one-man office versus the three-man office.

establishing the effects of other factors on size

The previous discussion has suggested that a person's activities may not be the only de-

terminant of the area he requires. In some cases the factors are more qualitative and

relate to his position or situation rather than the activities he achially undertakes. The
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only way the system can account for these is to let the individual user override its sug-

gestions.

There is an entire second class of factors which are more difficult to manage. These

include other environmental factors which tend to influence size or people's percep-

tions of size. Windows and vision panels to borrow light and views (and hence psycho-

logical "space") from other areas can serve to make a space "feel" larger. The strategic

location of doors, radiators and other "protrusions" into a room may seriously limit lay-

out possibilities, making a space seem smaller to the user° Poor acoustics, hard sur-

faces, odd configurations, excessive heights, and many other factors can influence re-

actions to size.

These factors become particularly significant in smaller rooms. Let's look at a clerk

who, according to a listing of his activities, requires fifty square feet of space. If for

some reason that fifty square feet must be placed in a single room, one can begin to

question whether the occupant will be able to actually function in that space. If the

room has generous visual access to the outdoors or even to other spaces, it is possible

that the small size of the room is no problem; if the same area is provided between four

concrete block wails and is fifteen feet high, the place may be uninhabitable.

This suggests two hypotheses,

1. There may indeed be a "minimum size" for an office station; an area which

should not be reduced even if the activity patterns call for it; but that,

2. This "minimum size" will probably depend on a number of other environ-
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mental conditions.

At this stage, it is impossible to truly cope with these issues. More research in physi-

cal environment and its psychological effects on its occupants must be undertaken.

extending the approach to other facilities submodels

What has been developed in this appendix is a specific technique for translating office

and office-related activities into office and office-related space. There is much about

the approach which can be applied to other facility types within the university; un-

doubtedly there are concepts which cannot.

in parallel with improving the office facilities framework, it will be necessary to ex-

tend this activity-oriented thinking to the other submodels in the system. Each will

have to be analyzed on its own merits. Some submodels may allow a translation which

is less complex than that developed here; others may require an even more detailed ef-

fort.

To a certain extent, however, efforts in the other facility types will be complicated

by the same general problem which has been seen throughout this entire appendix; the

lack of established appropriate methodologies which translate human activities into

space requirements and then abstract these requirements to the point where they can

be effectively used in space budgeting and planning.

in summary

It was evident from the start of the small study which produced this appendix that the
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issue was too large and too complex to instantly create "area statements" which were

I

both accurate and appropriate. Statistical sunimary of existing space-use data could

have produced some very fine 'num6ers, but these numbers would have borne only in-

cidental relation to human spate needs.

In the long run, it is possible that the detailed, start-with-the-activities approach out-

lined here is unnecessary for space budgeting and planning; that the whole process is

so inexact that it makes no sense to use carefully developed space factors.

This we cannot determine, however, until the model as a whole begins to function.
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TOTAL NO. OF SLIDES TO BE STORED, S", FROM OPERATION 4.37

TOTAL NO. OF MAPS a /OR ART PRINTS TO BE STORED, M4, FROM OPERATION 4.37

TOTAL NO. OF RECORDS TO BE STORED, N, FROM OPERATION 4.37

F
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1
J
1
P'M



, NO. OF PROGRAMMED LEARNING & MUSIC TAPES

NO. OF
DFILM
PER VOL.

INPUT

11

4.33

P ' ] X
2

pity] T

N10. OF

CARDS

30K &

41, VOL.

m'
2 2

4.36

] X

T

REQUIRED, T & T' - FROM 4.31

TOTAL NO. OF MICROFILM

REELS REQUIRED, MI

TOTAL NO. OF MICROCARDS TO

4.38

BE STORED, M'
3

AN
Oil

TOR [B
1
J
1 1
PIM'M'SuMW]

4 52 3

2 3 45

+ T! + M:
1

4.34

TOTAL. NO. OF REELS TO BE STORED M'

# OF UNITS

OF INPUT PER
STORAGE UNIT,
BY TYPE OF

INPUT
. . .ul u8

4.39

.1

[B
1
J
1 1 2
P1M1M'S"M'W]

53 4
NO. OF STORAGE UNITS REQUIRED

RC
X DIAG. [Vul....1/u8] TYPE OF INPUT [U1U2U4J4U5

4.40 NW NO. OF LIBRARY STAFF REQUIRING WORK FACILITIES



SUBMODEL NO. 5
STUDENT LIVING FACILITIES

(N
T

TOTAL

STUDENT BODY

PERCENT
OF ST. BODY

IN EACH
CATEGORY

[r1r2...r5]

5.1

N
T

TIMES

[r
1
r
2
...r

5
]

NO. OF STUDENTS BY

CATEGORY [N']
q



(
PERCENT

NON-COMMUTERS
BY CATEGORY

r' r' ...r'
1. 2, 5

)

5.2

N' X
q

DIAG. [rjr...r;

% TO BE
HOUSED, BY
CATEGORY

Pl, P2' ***PS

)

5.3

NO. OF NON-COMMUTERS

BY CATEGORY [Na]

[N "] X
q

DIAG. [p1p2...p ]



SUBMODEL NO. 6
DINING FACILITIES

TOTAL STUDENT BODY N

6.1

NO. OF STUDENTS TO BE

HOUSED, BY CATEGORY [n']

5

E n'
q=1

TOTAL STUDENTS TO BE

HOUSED N"

TOTAL NO. OF PROFESSIONAL FACUI

TOTAL NO. OF RESEARCH STAFF N

ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL

BY GROUP [ng]

8

g=i

INSTRUCTIONAL 4 RESEARCH

SECRETARIES, BY DEPT. [n;]

NO. OF LIBRARY STAFF REQUIRING WORK FAC

TOTAL NO. OF SERVICE EMPLOYEES n'



6.2

- N"'
q

6.5

NO. OF NON-RESIDENT

STUDENTS N ,I,

,TY FT

TOTAL NO. OF ADMIN.

PERSONNEL N
G

TOTAL NO. OF INSTRUCTIONAL &

RESEARCH SECRETARIES N'
s

FORM ROW VECTOR

[N I ]

[-ITTN'q" FTNRNGN;Nwn ;

]

[N']



% OF EACH
GROUP TO BE

PROVIDED
DINING
FACILITIES

1371, rT, ...q

I

i 6.6

[NI X [IT: ]
MAXIMUM NO. OF DINING SPACES

TO BE PROVIDED [1110



Ill:MODEL NO. 7

'ARKING FACILITIES (ON OR NEAR CAMPUS)

TOTAL NO. OF NON-COMMUTING

% OF NON-
COMMUTING
STUDENTS
HAVING CARS

r'
1

7.1

STUDENTS N'

NO. OF FACULTY, BY RANK [F]

PLUS PROJECT DIRECTORS, BY DEPT.

NO. OF RESEARCH STAFF

N' X r' NO. OF NON-COMMUTING

STUDENTS HAVING CARS N
A

TOTAL NO. OF COMMUTING STUDENTS

7.4

EXCEPT PROJECT DIRECTORS
BY DEPT. fi6

NO. OF ADMIN. STAFF,

FORM ROW
VECTOR
[F"]

TOTAL FACULTY & RESEARCH

BY GROUP [ng]

NO. OF INST. AND RESEARCH

SECRETARIES N'

NO. OF LIBRARY STAFF

FORM ROW

VECTOR
[nin2...n5]

7.641

STAFF, BY CATEGORY [F"']

[NO

REQUIRING WORK FACILITIES Nw

NO. OF SERVICE EMPLOYEES

n'

FORM ROW
VECTOR
[N;Nwn0

7.8



FORM ROW

VECTOR
[NAq]

7.2

I
% FAC. &
RES. STAFF
PROVIDED

PARKING SPACES
[R1]

7.5

[F"'] X [Ri]

% AMIN.
STAFF
PROVIDED

PARKING SPACES,
BY GROUP

[R2]

7.7

[NO] X [R2]

[NA!10

% OF STUD.

PROVIDED
PARKING SPACES

[rp]T

(
1

7.3

[NAq] X

[rp]T

NO. OF FACULTY AND RESEARCH STAFF, BY CATEGORY,

NO. OF STUDENT PARK

UNITS [Ps]

REQUIRING PARKING UNITS [PF]

NO. OF ADMINISTRATIVE PERSONNEL REQUIRING

% OF EACH
INPUT GROUP

TO BE PROVIDED
PARKING SPACE
erne
I 2 3

7.9

DIAG.[N;Nwn;]

X

PARKING UNITS [PA]

NO. OF PARKING SPACES TO BE PROVIDED FOR INST. & RESEARCH

SECRETARIES, FOR LIBRARY STAFF Nw & FOR SERVICE EMPLOYEES [PsPLPe]

VISITORS' PARKING SPACE



7.10

SUM Ps, [PF],

"Ap PC' PL, Pe

AND Pv

TOTAL NO. OF PARKING SPACES

REQUIRED FOR AUTOMOBILES [PT]

7.11

TOTAL NO. OF PARKING SPACES REQUIRED FOR MOTORCYCLES, ETC. P11

7.12

TOTAL NO. OF PARKING SPACES REQUIRED FOR BUSES P



SUBMODEL NO. 7

PARKING ASSOCIATED WITH LIVING AND DINING FACILITIES

NO. OF STUDENTS LIVING ON CAMPUS
7.13

N"'
q

NO. OF RESIDENT STUDENTS NOT ALLOWED

TO HAVE AUTOMOBILES nw

NO. OF ADMIN. PERSONNEL IN CATEGORY 6, n

N"' - n
w

7.15

NO. OF ADMIN. PERSONNEL IN CATEGORY 7, n

NO. OF ADMIN. PERSONNEL IN CATEGORY 8, n8

FORM ROW
VECTOR
[n6n7n8]

NO. OF RESIDENT STUDENT

AUTOMOBILES, Ni(

[N"]

TOTAL NO. OF SERVICE EMPLOYEES, nS



% OF Niv

PROVIDED PKG.
AREAS NEAR

DORMS
rP

7.14

FS HAVING Niv X r
NO. OF STUDENTS TO BE PROVIDED PARKING SPACES NEAR

% OF EACH
CATEGORY OF
INPUT TO BE

PROVIDED PKG.
SPACE

[R3]

7.16

LIVING & DINING FACILITIES, PI

TOTAL NO. OF ADMIN. PERSONNEL REQUIRING PARKING SPACES
[Wd] X [R3]

NEAR LIVING & DINING FACILITIES, PA

% OF SERV.

EMPLOYEES
PROVIDED PKG.
NEAR LIVING
f DINING FAC.

r"
6

7.17

n' X r"
s 6

TOTAL NO. OF SERVICE EMPLOYEES REQUIRING PARKING

SPACES NEAR LIVING & DINING FACILITIES, 13

NO. OF VISITORS' PARKING SPACES NEAR LIVING & DINING FACILITIES, Pv

OP. 7.19 TOTAL NO. OF PARKING SPACES REQUIRED FOR MOTORCYCLES, ETC. NEAR LIVING & DIN

OP. 7.20 TOTAL NO. OF PARKING SPACES REQUIRED FOR BUSES NEAR LIVING & DINING FACILITI



7.18

P5 P!
S A

+

Pe PI
e v

ING & DINING FACILITIES, PA

I...TOTAL PARKING SPACES RECjIRED FOR AUTOMOBILES

TNEAR LIVING & DINING FACILITIES P'

FACILITIES, Ph


